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Subject: 350 Seattle Transportation Team Scoping Comment for Ballard Link station

April 1st, 2019
Please consider this scoping comment for the Ballard Link station, and include in scoping all
light rail routes that could potentially be the most economical way to maximize ridership and
Transit-Oriented development, and then choose the alternative that best optimizes for these two
critical factors.
Scoping should take into consideration the effect of light rail decisions on climate. To that end,
light rail stations should be situated where they will attract the most riders, and where
the most housing is and will be constructed, accelerating emission reductions. Ridership
and the opportunity for dense transit-oriented development should be top priority because:
●

●

●
●

The most recent IPCC climate report makes it clear -- we have very little time to
drastically reduce greenhouse gas emissions -- roughly a dozen years to reduce GHG
emissions by 40-50%( https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/)
Personal transportation accounts for half of Seattle Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions (
http://greenspace.seattle.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/SeaClimateAction_April2018.
pdf).
Many if not most people cannot afford electric cars, and we can’t achieve these
emissions targets without getting most of us out of our cars and onto transit.
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) allows more people to live where they can have a
low-carbon commute. It represents our best chance for accommodating Seattle’s
continued growth without sprawl that counteracts our other efforts toward GHG
reduction.

We ask that you consider station locations that might prove more beneficial as climate impacts
are taken into account, including the possibility of a station at 20th Ave NW.

Thank you for considering these scoping comments,
Andrew Kidde and Alice Lockhart for 350 Seattle Transportation Team
206-501-6905 and 206-427-7884

Communication ID: 348480

From: 5th & Madison Condominiums

Scoping Comment:
The Board of Directors of the 5thand Madison Owners Association appreciate the opportunity to
provide input on the West Seattle to Ballard light rail line project. Light rail is an important addition
to our City and region, but the routing and station locations must be carefully considered because of
the numerous impacts it has on our community and the human and natural environment.
The Board represents the owners of 124 units in the 5th and Madison Building (5M) located at 909
5th Avenue between Madison and Marion Streets. The residents of 5M share a seven‐ level
underground parking garage with the adjacent 901 5thAvenue office building. There are 129 parking
stalls on Levels B‐D permanently assigned to our residents along with approximately 124 individual
storage lockers located on Levels B‐D. The parking structure sits beneath both buildings and spans
the entire block‐face on the west side of 5th Avenue between Madison and Marion Streets. It is the
structural foundation for the two high rises and houses substantial utilities servicing both buildings.
Above the underground parking garage, between 5M and the 901 Office Building there is an elevated
open plaza with landscaping, seating areas, trees and walkways‐‐‐one of the few large open areas in
the midtown downtown area.
We want to be very clear to ST planners that the plaza space should not be considered as a preferred
alternative for access to the mid‐town underground station. The Plaza sits on top of the seven‐level
parking garage. Any connection to the underground station would have to placed through the heart
of the parking structure likely eliminating most if not all the parking and storage spaces, and
compromising building systems such as fire fighting components, plumbing, sanitation, and electrical
located in the garage—causing substantial damage through significant loss of value and lifestyle
disruption to our residents.
In addition to the significant decrease of property value through loss of onsite parking and storage
there would be further detrimental impacts on 5M residents and owners; construction noise,
increased traffic congestion on already busy 5thAve, increase in panhandlers and transient
population‐‐‐all further reducing owners property value.
If the 5th Avenue alignment is carried forward into the EIS process, then the station should be shifted
north to the area between Madison and Seneca or south to the area between Marion and Columbia.
Any access points for the station, no matter where it is located, should be placed in the public right of
way – not on any private properties and definitely not on the “Plaza Area” next to the 5th & Madison
Building.
Preferred Route: The proposed routes through “midtown” Seattle run under either 5th Avenue or 6th
Avenue. We strongly endorse the 6th Avenue route through the “midtown” section of the project.

6th Avenue presents fewer potential adverse impacts to residential properties and businesses while
still achieving the goals of the project. The 6thAvenue alignment also allows more flexibility in the
placement of station access points and would be a closer connection to the potential I‐5 freeway
park/lid being studied.
The 5th Avenue alignment currently proposes an underground station between Madison and Marion
Streets. We understand that the station will be about 160 feet beneath the street and will have to be
accessed by a large bank of elevators – similar to the light rail station on the top of Beacon Hill. As
outlined above, our main objection to the 5thAvenue Route is the placement of the midtown station
access point between Madison and Marion.
The location of such an elevator building should not be considered by ST in the plaza between 5thand
Madison and the 901 Building.
EIS Study Topics: The EIS should carefully consider the direct and indirect transportation effects
caused by station placement and access points, loss of parking and storage, potential for changes to
the foundation support structure of the 5thand Madison building, disruption of 5thand Madison
critical building systems, impact of 5thand Madison residents on a transient population shift to the
midtown station area, and both resident and business displacements. The EIS should also be
structured to allow the various segments of the preferred alternative and other alternatives to be
“mixed” and “matched” in the final route selection. This provides greater design flexibility and does
not dilute the discussion and assessment of the alternatives for each component part of the project to
the detriment of the EIS’s primary purpose: to provide decision‐makers with a fully‐informed
assessment of the environmental impacts of a proposed action.
Thank you for considering our comments.
Sincerely,
The Board of Directors
5thand Madison Owners Association
Pilar Bass: Vice President
Michael Kopp: President
Soo Park: Secretary
Karolyn Peterson: Treasurer
George Schuchart: Commercial Unit Owner

March 28, 2019
Via email (WSBscopingcomments@soundtransit.org)
WSBLE (c/o Lauren Swift, Central Corridor Environmental Manager)
Sound Transit
401 S. Jackson Street
Seattle, WA 98104-2826
Re: Scope of the EIS for the West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions
Dear Ms. Swift:
This letter is submitted on behalf of the Alliance for Pioneer Square, and is meant to
supplement the letter submitted on behalf of Historic South Downtown Community Preservation &
Development Authority. The Alliance for Pioneer Square appreciates the opportunity to have input
into the scope of this very important environmental document. The West Seattle and Ballard Link
Extension (“West Seattle/Ballard Link”) has the potential to materially improve the mobility of Seattle
residents from currently difficult to reach neighborhoods, to reduce the number of buses from those
neighborhoods that must ply the streets of Downtown Seattle, and to make a material improvement in
public transit for the region. But it also poses environmental risks. In the 1980s Seattle watched the
construction of the Third Avenue bus tunnel destroy a healthy commercial neighborhood along Third
Avenue, damaging the urban fabric of that formerly vital street for decades, if not permanently. The
West Seattle/Ballard Link EIS is one of the few opportunities the public and Sound Transit will have to
look comprehensively at the short- and long-term impacts of the West Seattle/Ballard Link, to consider
alternatives that may reduce its adverse impacts and enhance its benefits, and to identify mitigation
for adverse impacts that cannot be entirely prevented.
I.

The Affected Environment of Pioneer Square

The Alliance for Pioneer Square is a nonprofit organization leading the revitalization of Pioneer
Square Historic District through advocacy, programming, marketing, and community action. It works
to help preserve what makes Pioneer Square the most authentic, engaging, and dynamic
neighborhood in Seattle. By fostering pivotal new programs and facilitating crucial neighborhood
action, it helps Pioneer Square move to a more vibrant and better place for everyone to live, work, and
visit.
Pioneer Square is both a group of individually historic buildings and an historic district—one
of the first such historic districts to be listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Both individual
buildings and the district as a whole require constant reinvestment, and for that reinvestment to be
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possible, the district must be a desirable place to live, work, and visit. Attracting both residents and
office users to its upper floors requires that its street level be attractive: walkable, lined with shops and
restaurants and full of dynamic life. If the shops and restaurants fail, the upper floors hollow out. In
the years since 1970, when the Pioneer Square-Skid Road Historic District (“Pioneer Square Historic
District”) was placed on the National Register, experience has taught that Pioneer Square is a delicate
thing. Its fortunes have waxed and waned, as much based on City policies and actions as from
economic cycles. For instance, the First Avenue South water main replacement, which took about six
months longer than planned, kept visitors away from First Avenue South during the critical tourist
season, and left retailers reeling during a period of otherwise robust commercial health for the City as
a whole. When conditions become undesirable, it can take years to turn things back around. In the
meantime, historic buildings can be lost to unsympathetic replacements, from which the district never
recovers.
The last several years have witnessed a renaissance for Pioneer Square, as its attractive
streetscape and thriving retail sector, combined with the regional transportation hub created by the
close proximity of King Street and Union Stations, the Pioneer Square Link Light Rail station, the
Washington State Ferry terminal and numerous Metro bus routes, have enticed millions of dollars of
corporate investment from companies including Avalara, Saltchuk, and Weyerhaeuser Company, and
numerous technology startups, among the region’s newest companies. That in turn has been
accompanied by a burst of housing construction, with over 650 housing units being added within the
Pioneer Square Historic District over the last decade. Maintaining the high quality of life that has
attracted this corporate investment and new housing is a challenging task; Pioneer Square has
demonstrated in the past that its fortunes can fall more easily than they can rise. It is, and will remain,
the home of a disproportionate share of the region’s homeless population and other vulnerable people.
Its historic buildings and streetscape can slide from charming to decrepit very easily if they are not
maintained. Maintaining this vibrancy requires that the neighborhood not be subject to battering by
public mega projects that reduce its accessibility, make its streetscape unattractive, or create noise,
dust, congestion and disruption.
Pioneer Square is still in the midst of more than a decade of public mega projects, including
the Alaskan Way Viaduct Replacement Project, the Elliott Bay Seawall Replacement Project, the
Washington State Ferries Colman Dock expansion, construction of the First Hill Streetcar, and
replacement of the water main under First Avenue South. Its ability to withstand those mega projects
is in significant part a result of impact mitigation that those projects have provided. Undoubtedly
similar mitigation will be required in order to withstand construction of West Seattle/Ballard Link.
II.

Scope of the West Seattle/Ballard Link EIS.

With that foundation as to the affected environment that the West Seattle/Ballard Link will
impact, the EIS must address the following issues.
A. Project Area Definition
It is a notable oversight that the Notice of Intent to Prepare an EIS published by the FTA on
February 2, 2019 did not list the Pioneer Square neighborhood in the service area for the Light Rail
Alternatives, while all current alternatives being evaluated fall within the Pioneer Square Historic
District. Alliance for Pioneer Square was not included as an interested party in Sound Transit’s
Stakeholder Advisory Process, and their voice is clearly missing from the body of work used to shape
the alternatives to date. The EIS project area must include the entire Pioneer Square neighborhood
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within the service area defined for the Project, and must evaluate the operational and construction
impacts of the project on the neighborhood for all disciplines studied in the EIS.
B. Transportation Analysis
The EIS must address how the West Seattle/Ballard Link will change the number of buses that
travel into and through downtown from routes now serving West Seattle and Burien (“South End
Routes”), and how Sound Transit will coordinate with Metro to ensure that to the maximum extent
possible, commuting patterns from the South End change from the current pattern of direct bus routes
from South End communities to Downtown Seattle, to instead deliver commuters to the West Seattle
Link station(s) for commuters to complete their trip on the West Seattle/Ballard Link. The entire point
of the West Seattle/Ballard Link is to reduce the number of people who must travel by bus or car from
South End neighborhoods to Downtown Seattle and back. But with only one or perhaps two stations
in West Seattle, the ability to achieve that objective depends on close coordination between Metro,
which operates most buses, and Sound Transit, so that Metro delivers riders from its South End Routes
to the West Seattle station and they complete their trip on light rail. The EIS must provide careful
analysis of transportation around the West Seattle station, and explain how Sound Transit will
coordinate with Metro. Although Metro and Sound Transit are separate legal entities, the region is
entitled to expect them to coordinate their service, and to work together to provide the analysis required
by the EIS.
This issue is of concern to the Alliance for Pioneer Square because the demands of Metro
buses coming to and from Downtown from the South End will prevent Pioneer Square from
experiencing one of the most important benefits of the City’s Alaskan Way, Promenade and Overlook
Walk Project (AWPOW) until the West Seattle Link is opened. One of the major objectives of AWPOW
was to “reconnect” downtown Seattle to its waterfront, by creating a pedestrian friendly boulevard
along Alaskan Way. As Seattle’s original downtown neighborhood, it is particularly appropriate that
AWPOW reconnect Pioneer Square to the historic central waterfront along Elliott Bay. Pioneer Square
property owners are slated to receive special assessments to help pay for AWPOW, and as a result are
entitled to receive commensurate special benefits from that project. But because of Metro’s need to
bring approximately 650 bus trips per day along SR 519/Alaskan Way, the design of the new Alaskan
Way south of Columbia Street is required to include bus lanes in both directions. This results in
Alaskan Way being between 7 and 8 lanes wide – which is a significant visual barrier to crossing from
Pioneer Square to the waterfront, and is wider than is comfortable for many people, including the
elderly, people with mobility limitations, and families with children in strollers, to cross. In addition,
restrictions on Columbia Street to enhance bus flow to and from Downtown will restrict vehicular traffic
on Columbia Street, damaging abutting properties and restricting access into and out of Pioneer
Square. Those restrictions can be eased once the West Seattle Link is open, assuming that it results
in a reduction in buses coming to and from Downtown from the South End Routes.
In a settlement agreement resolving the Alliance for Pioneer Square’s challenge to the
adequacy of the AWPOW EIS, King County and the City of Seattle agreed in part:
1. When the extension of Sound Transit Light Rail to the West Seattle Alaska Junction
Station (or, if final design changes the plan as presented to voters in 2016, to the
nearest station to what was shown as the Alaska Junction Station in 2016) is completed
and open to service, Metro will, subject to King County Code Section 28.94.020 as
currently adopted or hereafter amended, reduce bus volumes on Alaskan Way south
of Columbia Street and on Columbia Street, west of Third Avenue, to not more than
195 buses per day, or 30% of the currently estimated total of 650 trips per day. Upon
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commencement of the Sound Transit Light Rail operations to West Seattle, the Parties
and other stakeholders, including the Port of Seattle, will convene to evaluate the
corridor’s overall function along with the location of bus stops and signage, along the
SR 519/Alaskan Way surface street and Columbia Street, and may make
recommendations to the appropriate governing bodies or executives regarding
opportunities for adjustments and improvements.
2.
Within fifteen (15) months of the opening of the Alaska Junction Station of
Sound Transit Light Rail service to West Seattle, the City will retrofit SR 519/Alaskan
Way between Yesler Way and South King Street to narrow Alaskan Way by eliminating
the transit lane on each side of Alaskan Way, and converting the area of the former
transit lane to sidewalks, landscaping, and on-street parking identified in the FEIS or
other uses (Alaskan Way Retrofit), subject to approval by WSDOT for the sections of
the roadway that are within the SR 519 right-of-way, and taking into account the
recommendations made under paragraph II.1. The Alaskan Way retrofit shall generally
conform to the “Future 2030 5/6 Lane Configuration” shown on two sets of plans titled
“Southend Alaskan Way 2030 Narrowing Concept,” attached hereto as Exhibit A. The
Alaskan Way Retrofit will be funded by the City and will require final budget
authorization by the Seattle City Council for the Alaskan Way Retrofit at that time. The
Alliance, the State, and the City will review the planned placement of street trees on
the east and west side of Alaskan Way as part of AWPOW to ensure they do not conflict
with this commitment. Beginning up to 5 years prior to the scheduled opening of
Sound Transit Light Rail service to West Seattle, the City will work with WSDOT, the
Port of Seattle, the Alliance, and Pioneer Square property owners and tenants on the
design of the final configuration of Alaskan Way, generally consistent with the final
configuration shown on Exhibit A.
3.
Once the Alaskan Way Retrofit described in Section I.2 above is completed,
and taking into account the recommendations from Section II.1, the City will allow
general purpose traffic movement on Columbia Street in both directions, between
Alaskan Way and Third Avenue, to facilitate local access and will maximize
opportunities to restore parking, loading and building access that were reduced as part
of changes directing Metro buses onto Columbia Street.
The EIS must recognize those commitments and explain how Sound Transit will work with
the City to bring them to fruition.
C. Parking
Much as we all look forward to a day when abundant public transit eliminates the need for the
personal automobile to get to and from Pioneer Square, that day is not yet here. Until it arrives, the
economic viability of businesses in Pioneer Square depends on customers being able to reach them
by personal vehicle, and the attractiveness of residential units depends on residents being able to have
friends and family visit them by automobile. That requires that public parking be available for visitors
arriving in Pioneer Square by automobile. The Alaskan Way Viaduct Replacement Project eliminated
several thousand on street parking spots available to the Pioneer Square neighborhood. The Center
City Connector streetcar project has eliminated more spaces. And the active development and
redevelopment of properties within the Pioneer Square neighborhood has further depleted the supply
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of available public parking. Thus, it is important that the EIS carefully analyze and fully mitigate any
impact of the Project on future public parking supplies.
D. Construction Impacts
By far the most significant adverse impacts of the West Seattle/Ballard Link are likely to be
construction impacts. Depending on the construction method chosen, those impacts could be
extremely disruptive for several years. It is essential that the EIS carefully analyze the construction
impacts on transportation, parking, business and residential access, emergency services, vibration,
noise, and air quality. Although it is premature for Pioneer Square to comment on the specific
construction impacts, if a Fourth Avenue alignment for the new tunnel is chosen it will be important
to pay particular attention to the impact on the Union Station garage, and Union Station itself.
Maintaining access for employees and vendors to all businesses at all times during construction will
be critical, and the EIS should explain how that will be accomplished.
As a gateway neighborhood to and from Seattle in the South, Pioneer Square often takes the
brunt of bus diversion and congestion from mega project impacts around the City. As this letter is
being written, Pioneer Square is enduring bus re-routing along First Avenue to accommodate the
myriad of traffic changes occurring in Seattle from the Alaskan Way Viaduct demolition, the Waterfront
Seattle program, and the coming wave of buses erupting from the downtown bus tunnel to Seattle
surface streets in March 2019. This increased bus traffic through the neighborhood is accelerating
irreparable wear and tear on historic areaways along the corridor, and further eroding the pedestrian
and public realm retail environment. The West Seattle/Ballard Link project construction may interrupt
or divert buses from the E3 busway coming to and from downtown, and the EIS must study alternatives
to avoid first, then minimize bus diversion through Pioneer Square during construction.
Although construction impacts cannot be avoided entirely with a mega project such as West
Seattle/Ballard Link, those impacts can be mitigated, and it is essential that the EIS identify the
construction mitigation that will be provided. Pioneer Square’s recent experience with the highly
disruptive Alaskan Way Viaduct and Elliott Bay Seawall Replacement Projects, the First Hill Streetcar
construction, and the replacement of the First Avenue water main shows that with adequate mitigation,
construction impacts may not be fatal to the vibrant street experience that is the foundation for Pioneer
Square’s success. Of critical importance was the funding of parking assistance, including reducedcost short term parking in area garages and programs to inform visitors where parking is available,
commitments (which must be kept) to cease construction during critical visitor periods, and funding
of community information personnel, so that there is a direct line of communication between the
project and the community and so that businesses and residents get as much warning of disruption
as possible and know how to communicate back to the project management.
On the other hand, the City’s experience with the construction of the Third Avenue transit
tunnel in the 1980s is that it left a wake of business closures that attracted street crime and required
decades to cure. Major public projects will have significant adverse impacts on the communities that
must endure them, but the function of the EIS is to disclose those impacts, consider alternatives that
will reduce the impacts, and identify what mitigation measures may limit the scope of the damage.
E. Public Realm, Land Use and Urban Design
The Alliance for Pioneer Square recently collaborated with Historic South Downtown
Community Preservation & Development Authority and Seattle Chinatown International District
Preservation and Development Authority in a robust community-based planning project to envision
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the connectivity between the Pioneer Square and Chinatown-International District neighborhoods,
where they come together at the intersection of S. Jackson Street between Third and Fifth Avenues.
This planning project, called The Jackson Hub project, essentially defines the future vision of shared
public realm spaces that connect Seattle’s iconic transportation landmarks, Union Station and King
Street Station and the two historic neighborhoods. These landmark transportation hubs fall within both
the Pioneer Square Historic District, and the Chinatown-International Historic District, and all West
Seattle/Ballard project alternatives will impact these historic resources and the surrounding
environments. The Alliance for Pioneer Square requests that Sound Transit consider including design
concepts and public realm improvements identified in the Jackson Hub project report in the designs
and alternatives studied in the EIS. The EIS must also study the impacts of the alternatives on the
neighborhood’s ability to realize Jackson Hub project goals.
The Project plans provided to date do not provide any image of how the Project may affect the
streets near the tunnel entrance, the streets the tunnel passes under, and the area of any stations. It
is important, however, that those components be designed to be compatible with the historic
neighborhoods through which they will pass. Pioneer Square and Chinatown-International District are
both fine scaled, with small buildings, attractive, narrow streets, and human-scaled facades. That
character is essential to maintaining the attractive street life and vibrant commercial businesses that
create the quality of the neighborhood. Design of the Project in the Pioneer Square area must be
consistent with that scale and character, and must maintain the fabric of the streetscape.
F. Social and Environmental Justice
Pioneer Square is among the King County neighborhoods with the highest density of
environmental justice populations. According to the U.S. Census, over 40 percent of the Pioneer
Square identifies as minority (2012-2016 American Community Survey). Nearly 30 percent of the
population have incomes below the federal poverty level (2012-2016 American Community Survey).
The highest concentration of homeless people in King County is in Pioneer Square, with over 44
percent of the population homeless (2010 U.S. Census).
Over the years, community and human services organizations have located in and near
Pioneer Square to support our most vulnerable community members. Maintaining access to these and
other public services, such as first responders and emergency medical care is essential.
The EIS must identify environmental justice populations living in Pioneer Square—including
homeless populations, which are frequently missed or undercounted, and not typically accounted for
in the surveys and resources transportation planning professionals use to perform analysis. Sound
Transit should engage community and human service organizations to understand the scope, scale,
and demographics of the homeless populations they serve for inclusion in the EIS. It must evaluate
the potential impacts of the Project on environmental justice populations, including resources and
institutions of particular importance to our neighborhood’s minority, low-income, and homeless
community members. Finally, the EIS will need to make a determination of whether project alternatives
have a disproportionately high and adverse impact on environmental justice populations.
As described earlier in this letter, business and community leaders in Pioneer Square have
worked hard to establish a vibrant neighborhood. Quality of life and community cohesion in our
neighborhood is on the rise—our residents and businesses enjoy enticing and well-maintained public
spaces and opportunities to gather and connect with one another at community events such as Art
Walk. We know from past experience that maintaining this vibrancy requires vigilance, and once
damaged, takes decades to repair. We expect the EIS to recognize the social resources and community
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cohesion in Pioneer Square and analyze how the project alternatives would benefit and impact these
resources and cohesion.
G. Historic Resources and Section 106 Compliance
As with all mega transportation projects utilizing federal funds within the Pioneer Square
Historic District, Sound Transit will be required to comply with Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act. As stewards of the historic character and fabric of the neighborhood, The Alliance
for Pioneer Square requests to be a consulting party to the Section 106 process for the West
Seattle/Ballard Link Extension Project. To that end, we are requesting early coordination and
participation in design development, to shape the design performance requirements that will ensure
the historic character of the resources and the district are maintained.
Again, thank you for your consideration of these comments. Alliance for Pioneer Square looks
forward to working with you in the development of this important public project.

Very truly yours,

Lisa Howard
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April 1, 2019
Sound Transit
wsbscopingcomments@soundtransit.org
1100 2nd Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
RE:

VIA: Electronic

Sound Transit Ballard Link Extension – Scoping Period

Dear Sound Transit Board, Stakeholder Advisory Group, and Elected Leadership Group Members:
The Ballard Alliance appreciates the opportunity to provide input as Sound Transit and the Federal
Transit Administration conduct scoping for the Ballard Link Extension (the “Project”).
The Ballard Alliance is a business and community development organization that works to ensure
the Ballard neighborhood remains a unique and economically vital community for its visitors,
residents, businesses and property owners. The organization provides programs and services critical
to ensuring that Ballard is a vibrant place to live, shop, work, eat and play. More specifically, the
Ballard Alliance focuses on four key programmatic areas: (1) urban design and transportation; (2)
economic development and business retention; (3) marketing and promotions; and (4) ensuring that
Ballard is a clean, healthy and safe neighborhood.
The Project will connect one of Seattle’s major neighborhoods with the surrounding region. The
Ballard neighborhood contains thousands of residents, scores of independent businesses and a
unique character. The neighborhood also contains a strong economy with a dynamic manufacturing
and industrial district including maritime businesses, local craft makers, and a growing brewery
community. The Ballard Alliance fully supports facilitating improved public transit to Ballard. We
especially encourage the Project to connect to the heart of Ballard, which we think of as 22nd Avenue
NW & NW Market Street. As the Project is a massive 100-year investment for the future, all
aspects, including the existing economy, residents, and businesses, should be considered during the
Project development.
We understand that Sound Transit has invited comments on the draft Purpose and Need statement,
the route and station alternatives, and topics to study in the Environmental Impact Statement.
Purpose and Need
The current draft Purpose and Need statement, as included in the February 15, 2019 Scoping
Information Report, is phrased almost entirely in terms of general goals, such as “improve regional
mobility,” and general needs, such as Washington’s policy of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

The Ballard Alliance supports these goals and appreciates the recognition that existing transit
between downtown and Ballard operates with poor reliability. However, although it is an important
component of a larger effort that will serve these broad goals, the Project’s effects will be felt most
strongly in the neighborhoods it serves. Its purposes and needs must therefore be put into localized
context with the existing plans and programs. Due to the proximity of the Project to the Ballard
Urban Center, and the Ballard Interbay Northend Manufacturing and Industrial Center (BINMIC),
the Ballard Alliance offers the following addition to the Purpose and Need Section:
•

Purpose: Enhance the Ballard Urban Center and BINMIC by preserving and promoting the
unique characteristics of Ballard – especially with the vibrant urban and historic core of
Ballard – and protecting the industrial economy that is vital to our region.

•

Need: Increase reliable and efficient access to the Ballard Urban Center by enhancing
multimodal transit in and out of Ballard.

Route and Station Alternatives
The Ballard Alliance strongly believes that the Project should cross Salmon Bay through a tunnel,
rather than over a bridge. A tunnel will deliver more reliable, rapid service at comparable cost, with
less impact on both the existing aquatic habitat and surrounding communities. Accordingly, the
Ballard Alliance respectfully requests that the Sound Transit Board adopt a preferred alternative that
utilizes a tunnel beneath the ship canal with a station located at or West of 15th Avenue NW.
The advantages of a tunnel are readily apparent from the analysis in the February 15, 2019
Alternatives Development Report. The Report recognizes that a movable bridge “degrades
systemwide reliability” due to exposure and a greater number of moving parts. Report, p. 21. In
addition, a movable bridge would also have the “most potential in-water effects” on salmon and
other aquatic habitats, as well as “temporary and permanent impacts to Fishermen’s Terminal and
other freshwater maritime businesses that would be hard to relocate,” due to construction and to the
presence of physical supporting structures that would restrict mobility and necessitate displacement.
Id. A fixed bridge would improve reliability but would still impact maritime businesses and require
consideration of “coordination with maritime properties, vessel traffic, fish windows, and tribal
treaty fishing.” Id., p. 24. The physical impacts of bridge and elevated station infrastructure would
also affect residents and businesses and increase congestion farther from the water. By contrast, a
tunnel would “supports systemwide service reliability,” “avoids potential permanent in-water
effects,” and avoids “impacts to Fishermen’s Terminal and other freshwater maritime businesses in
Salmon Bay.” Id., p. 29. The capital cost of a tunnel is higher; however, this one-time expense fails
to account for the future financial benefits of increased reliability, reduced congestion and
displacement, and minimized environmental impacts.
As one of the Project goals should be to connect with the heart of Ballard, we believe that the
baseline for this is the 15th Avenue NW alignment, which serves the needs of the Project and the
neighborhood. The Ballard Alliance requests that the following considerations guide the selection of
station location and other choices:
1. The length of time of construction, particularly as it impacts traffic and congestion;

2. Current and potential future mobility and access for both industrial and commercial
purposes along the entire 15th Avenue West corridor;
3. Minimizing conflict with local businesses and infrastructure;
4. The unique transportation needs of the BINMIC, including land- and water-based shipping;
5. Potential future lines of service that may connect east to the University of Washington, as
well as north;
6. Station location should be sited to serve the highest current and future population density;
7. Opportunities to support local businesses and historic districts;
8. Aesthetic and urban placemaking opportunities to strengthen established communities;
9. Ensuring station access for all stations on all four corners of any tunneled station; and
10. Any bridge alternative should account fully for environmental impacts and reliability issues
(including from required bridge openings) so as to reflect the true cost compared with a
tunnel.
Additionally, we strongly support the consideration of a transit station located on 20th Ave NW,
north of Market St. This best aligns with existing density in the neighborhood and prevents future
conflicts between transit and freight mobility along 15th Ave NW. We strongly encourage Sound
Transit to study this alternative during this once-in-a-generation alignment process.
Elements of an Environmental Impact Statement
The Ballard Alliance asks that Sound Transit complete a full review of all the elements and issues
related to the environment as is required under the State Environmental Policy Act (“SEPA”), RCW
43.21C. The full scope of elements that the Ballard Alliance would like to have addressed in an
environmental impact statement is listed in Attachment A.
In conclusion, the Ballard Alliance respectfully requests that due consideration be given to the
existing businesses and residents that make Ballard the vibrant neighborhood it is today. This is a
100-year plus decision; it should strengthen and serve the vibrant Ballard core. Ideally, a station
option would serve the heart of Ballard closer to 22nd & Market; however, given the early process
to date, we think the best option is to locate an underground station at or West of 15th Avenue West.
In addition to the major impacts that a bridge would have on the habitat in Salmon Bay and the
distinctive industrial activities in the BINMIC, the economic and cultural value of the neighborhood
as a whole should be a key consideration in evaluating Project alternatives.
Sincerely,

Mike Stewart, Executive Director
Ballard Alliance
5306 Ballard Avenue, Suite 216
Seattle, WA 98107

Tom Malone, Co-Chair
Ballard Alliance Ratepayer Advisory Board

Attachment A
Elements of an Environmental Impact Statement
Transportation
1. Plans and Policies
a) Evaluate relevant plans and policies from Seattle’s Comprehensive Plan relevant to the
BINMIC and industrial land uses across alternatives.
b) Evaluate relevant plans and policies from Seattle’s Transportation plan relevant to the
BINMIC and industrial land uses.
c) Present and summarize Seattle’s Freight Master Plan, present freight corridors and truck
streets.
d) Identify spot and corridor freight improvements in the Freight Master Plan within the
project area, in particular on 15th Avenue NW. Ensure that these projects can be
completed with the project alternative.
2. Arterials and Local Streets
a) All changes in geometrics or channelization and redistribution of traffic and truck
volumes that occur with the project alternatives should include an analysis of impacts to
truck mobility (circulation, geometrics, capacity, traffic volume by time of day, and
increase in travel time for truck movements).
3. Freight Mobility and Access
a) Document truck street classifications; 15th Avenue W is a major truck street, a seaport
highway connector, and on the heavy haul network.
b) Document truck volumes on streets within the study area.
c) Provide truck volume data by time of day for all approaches to study intersections and all
intersections that could be affected by the project alternative.
d) Prepare level of service analysis for the peak hour of truck volume for all intersections
with classified truck streets.
e) Ensure that intersection level of service analysis accounts for future bus volumes, bus
priority signalization and pedestrian volumes.
f) For arterials with an increase in traffic volume, provide an estimate of the increase in
truck travel delay during the AM and PM peak hours, and the peak hour of truck traffic.
g) Evaluate and compare for each alternative the hours of the day with LOS F congestion
on the facilities that cross Salmon Bay and include estimates of delay with bridge
openings.
h) Identify all changes to truck access at driveways and including any turn restrictions that
alter access to industrial areas.
i) Show street and arterial design for elevated and at-grade segments. Ensure that
modifications to 15th Avenue NW integrate improvements in the Freight Master Plan.
4. Safety
a) Identify intersection and driveway conflict points at locations used by trucks and nonmotorized vehicles.
b) Evaluate sight distance at locations identified above.
c) Collect truck volume data by time of day at locations identified above and forecast truck
volumes. Estimate nonmotorized volume at locations identified above.
d) Identify any increase in risk to safety as in conflict with Seattle’s Vision Zero plan.
5. Construction Impacts

a) Given the length of time of construction; and the economic sensitivity of industrial lands
to traffic, congestion, and mobility; prepare the above analysis for impacts during
construction.
6. Indirect and Cumulative Impacts
a) Include freight travel and truck mobility in the analysis of indirect and cumulative
impacts.
7. Mitigation
a) Identify mitigation for identified decrease in truck mobility.
b) Evaluate potential impacts of mitigation measures to truck mobility.
Acquisitions, Displacements, and Relocations
1. Analysis should include the interdependency of industrial businesses and the dependency of
industrial businesses on a working waterfront. The loss of one business may create a
subsequent loss of interdependent businesses.
2. Analysis should include the potential for economic impacts on industrial lands to induce
acquisitions, displacements, and relocations.
Land Use
1. Clearly present the geographic area of the BINMIC.
2. Clearly present the interdependent industrial land uses between the BINMIC and all other
industrial areas in Seattle and regionally.
3. Clearly present the interdependent industrial land uses, their dependency on the Seattle’s
freight corridors and a working waterfront.
4. Clearly present the freight network, truck volumes, and explain how freight movement on
the freight network relates to the industrial land uses.
5. Identify how any impacts to truck mobility caused by the project impacts the BINMIC
industrial land uses.
6. Present City of Seattle Comprehensive Plan policies relevant to the BINMIC and industrial
land uses. For example, LU 10.16 that states, “Prohibit uses that attract large numbers of
people to the industrial area for nonindustrial purposes, in order to keep the focus on
industrial activity and to minimize potential conflicts from the noise, nighttime activity, and
truck movement that accompanies industrial activity.”
7. Evaluate the potential for station locations to open up the industrial areas to non-industrial
uses which we oppose.
8. Evaluate and present the City of Seattle neighborhood plan and policies for the
Ballard/Interbay Northend Manufacturing & Industrial Center (BINMIC). The policies are
quite thorough and provide clear policy direction to provide truck and freight mobility
through and within the BINMIC.
Economics
1. Provide relevant economic data for the BINMIC including the quantity of industrial lands,
types of industry, number of jobs and level of pay, and contribution to the regional
economy.
2. Evaluate economic impacts on industrial lands due to; acquisitions, displacements, and
relocations, and whether or not these impacts can be mitigated.

3. Evaluate economic impacts of decreased truck mobility and additional travel time impacts
locally and regionally.
Social Impacts, Community Facilities, and Neighborhoods
1. Present and evaluate City of Seattle Comprehensive Plan policies relevant to protecting
industrial jobs.
2. Evaluate the impacts of job loss due to economic and land use impact to industrial lands.
3. Evaluate the importance of the industrial community to the Ballard neighborhood.
4. Evaluate the opportunities for urban design statements and placemaking that supports the
existing Ballard community, especially west of 15th Avenue and in the historic districts.
Air Quality
1. Evaluate changes in local truck movement due to project alternatives and the potential
increase truck travel and idle time on the street network and at intersections.
2. Evaluate increase in truck travel time for regional movements due to reduction in capacity
along alternative routes and include this analysis in air quality analysis.
3. Evaluate impacts described above for the peak of truck travel.
Energy Impacts
1. Include the factors described above for Air Quality to identify the increased energy
consumption of increased truck travel, truck delay, and truck idling.
Hazardous Materials
1. Identify the existing movement of hazardous materials from industrial land uses.
2. Identify the effect of mobility impacts, locally and regionally, on the movement of hazardous
materials.
3. Identify alternative movement of hazardous materials due to any restrictions to hazardous
materials resulting from the project; including local constraints and reduction in capacity
within alternative corridors.
4. Identify reasonable mitigation of any Acquisitions, Displacements, and Relocations of
industrial land uses with movement of hazardous materials.
Environmental Justice
1. Evaluate environmental and social justice impacts to industrial jobs.

Community Recommendations for Sound Transit
Background
For the past 47 years, CISC has been helping immigrants throughout King County achieve
success in their new community by providing information, referral, advocacy, social, and
support services.
CISC is committed to advocating for environmental justice for immigrant communities through
the following guiding principles:  community driven strategies,  the influence and decision
making of those most affected,  strong accountability, and  solutions that recognize
complexity and interdependence, as stated in the Equity and Environment Agenda, released by
City of Seattle in 2016.
We really appreciate Sound Transit’s effort in reaching out to the community of colors in the
area for inputs and feedback of the project and make sure all voices will be heard. It’s a very
valuable opportunity and experience for non-English immigrants to be able to participate in
civic matters, especially the one may have impact to their everyday lives.
After the community engagement process related to the West Link Light Rail station kicked off
in 2018, CISC saw a gap related to who and how community members were engaged. Thus, in
late 2018, CISC conducted two community meetings for Chinese immigrants at our
headquarters in the Chinatown/International District. More than 75% of the participants are
parents with children. Childcare was provided in the meeting. In general, participants at the
community meetings were very excited about the expansion of the new light rail project in the
Chinatown/International District neighborhood. They actively shared their expectations,
concerns, and questions and how would they like to receive future updates on this project’s
progress.

Focus of the Community Conversation
The discussions at our community meetings focused on the following key areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Expectations related to the new light rail station
Questions about the construction project and light rail
Access information and updates about the project
Feedback channels

Highlights from the community meeting discussions included:
1. Expectations for the New Light Rail Station


Accessibility – Participants expected that the station entrances/exits would be
accessible for seniors, people with mobility issues, and families with children in strollers.
Seats should also be available in the waiting area, as well as restrooms and a family
room.



Safety – Strict safety measures should be in place to reduce/minimize the risks for riders
when boarding the escalators or elevator, especially senior riders, riders with mobility
issues and families with young children. A safety plan should be made clear to the
community in the event of a disaster, such as an earthquake.



Usability – The station should include clear, multilingual signs with graphic illustrations,
good interior lighting, and ventilation. A simple transfer process to other forms of
transportation should be in place at the new station. They felt it was important to
minimize the amount of walking and the length of the wait time related to such
transfers.
Community Centric – The new station should reflect community values and cultures in
the Chinatown/International District. Efforts should be made to collaborate with
community members on the co-design of the exterior and interior of the station.





Education/Empowerment – Community members should be well informed of the
potential and actual environmental and economic impacts before, during and after the
construction.

2. Questions


Funding of the project – What is the participation of the federal government,
Washington State, King County and the City of Seattle? Is there the possibility of
acquiring additional tax dollars for the project?



Environmental Impacts - What are the environmental impacts and safety concerns
(especially due to Seattle’s location in an earthquake zone)? What about the impacts of
noise pollution and air pollution during construction?



Emergency Plan - What is the emergency plan in case of a natural disaster such as an
earthquake or a blackout? How will riders and community members be informed?



Big picture – What will the infrastructure look like? Will there be additional parking for
park and ride? How will people living in the neighborhood and people who are coming
in and going out of the area be impacted?

3. Access Information/Project Updates


CBOs – Community members would like to receive updated information on the project
through/at community-based organizations in the neighborhood. In-person
communication is preferred.



Language – Information should be shared in languages community members can
understand, including high level and technical information, whether it is through inperson communication or through mailers and other publication materials.



Other Communication Channels – Other recommended communication channels
include making information available through local newspapers; publications available in
libraries, supermarkets, schools, etc.; and/or by phone, email and other multimedia.

4. Feedback/Comments


In-person Communication – Community members identified in-person communication
as the most preferred way of giving feedback to the project staff.



Multimedia Channels – In addition to in-person communication, other multimedia
channels for feedback/comment should be available in languages spoken by the
community members.

Recommendations from CISC
Based on our organization’s day-to-day experience of working and communicating with
immigrants who rely on public transportation for their transportation needs and to make sure
their voices are heard, CISC would like to make the following recommendations to Sound
Transit regarding to the new construction project of the light rail in the
Chinatown/International District:


Engagement is empowerment, empowerment starts with education – For non-English
speaking stakeholders, information is knowledge, which empowers them to be involved in
civic matters. Immigrant stakeholders should be informed about all possible environmental,
health and economic impacts associated with the expansion of the light rail to the
Chinatown/International District. Therefore, educational elements should be incorporated
into the public engagement materials.



Partnerships with local gathering places for stakeholders – Establish partnerships with
community-based organizations, schools and libraries in the Chinatown/International
District and Beacon Hill neighborhoods, where most stakeholders reside, in order to create
an engagement plan related to when and how project information will be disseminated to
non-English speaking immigrants.



Ongoing community engagement – Prioritize periodic in-person community engagement
activities at different popular locations in the neighborhoods where most stakeholders
reside or gather. Provide on-going updates of the project via different communication
channels such as local newspapers, brochures, and mailers. Information about key aspects
of the project and its progress should be available in languages spoken by the stakeholders.
This should be an ongoing cumulative process in which relationships and trust will be built
and strengthened throughout the process.

As stated in our mission, CISC is committed to bridging cultures, communities and generations
by creating opportunities for immigrants to succeed while honoring their heritage. For
questions related to the community meetings and our recommendations, or in case there is any
way CSIC would be able to further support Sound Transit in outreaching to non-English speaking
immigrants, please feel free to contact Karia Wong at kariaw@cisc-seattle.org or 206-957-8538.

Communication ID: 349847
From: David Bestock
Scoping Comment:
My name is David Bestock, I am a native Seattleite, and I have been a Delridge resident for the last 10
years, and work full time for the Delridge Neighborhoods Development Association.
I am writing to express my support for the Blue Line as it moves through Delridge, mostly for the
transit oriented development opportunities that line and station would provide. Priorities for me
include north-south bus connectivity, the ability to add as much new affordable housing to the area as
possible, as well as other services benefiting the community such as a grocery store, community
facilities, etc.
I know there are challenges with the Port of Seattle, but I also support the crossing of the Duwamish
river North of the West Seattle Bridge. I believe cutting into Pigeon Hill will be tricky engineering, and
could have negative impacts on the geology of the hill itself (steep slope), as well as surrounding
infrastructure.
I also support a tunnel and underground station supporting upper West Seattle, to limit adverse
impacts on businesses and residents up the hill.
I absolutely oppose an elevated track through Delridge at 150 feet, I believe that would be
detrimental to residents and businesses in Delridge, to the character of the neighborhood, and would
counteract many of the benefits of the plentiful green space in the area. Please stop considering such
a high elevated track, it has no place in Delridge, and I will actively fight against this option. If a
surface option must be considered to climb the hill (as opposed to preferred tunnel option) please
look at possibilities for the train to climb the more gentle slope of Avalon after a stop along Delridge
(perhaps near Chelan though that would be a little far afield from core services).
Thank you for all you do,
David Bestock
Executive Director
Delridge Neighborhoods Development Assn.
4408 Delridge Way SW
Seattle, WA 98106
Phone: (206) 935-2999
www.dnda.org

Sound Transit
c/o Lauren Swift
401 S. Jackson St.
Seattle, WA 98104

April 1, 2019

Dear Ms. Swift,
On behalf of the Downtown Seattle Association, I want to thank Sound Transit for your
continued comprehensive process in evaluating alignment and station options for the
West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Project.
In 2016, we shared with you three principles that remain relevant today, that we believe
important to informing these significant investments:
1.
2.
3.

Investments must focus on serving current and future jobs, residential hubs,
cultural assets and regional growth centers.
The alignment should maximize overall capacity and ridership, but not at the
expense of existing modes of transportation or the existing right of way.
We should build for the long-term, to prepare for future demand and flexibility
as well as to allow future expansion of lines through Ballard and West Seattle.

The efficient movement of people and goods to and within downtown Seattle is vital to
our urban core and regional economy. Downtown Seattle’s ability to attract and retain
businesses, residents, and visitors depends on a robust transit system and it is for these
reasons that the DSA and its members actively supported Sound Transit 3.
As we consider the 100-year investment that Sound Transit is making in downtown as a
part of the West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Project, we want to ensure it
supports the growth of the center city for decades to come and leverages the existing
neighborhood assets. In review of the project Purpose and Need statement, we urge you
to study the following as part of your environmental review:

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Study all options in the Level 3 analysis in the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement. At present time, there is not enough information to determine if any
of the identified stations or alignments are technically and financially feasible to
build, operate and maintain.
IDS/Jackson Hub must have in-station, accessible, quality, and easy-to-navigate
transfers between light rail, Sounder and Amtrak in an effort to develop the area
meaningfully for residents of Chinatown ID and Pioneer Square as well as users
of the entire system.
Review 4th Avenue alignments and stations in the options under the
environmental review, to better connect our existing transit assets and minimize
neighborhood disruption and construction impact.
Evaluate cost sharing opportunities/efficiencies with the Seattle Department of
Transportation regarding the replacement of the 4th Avenue Viaduct.
Study usability impacts, such as decreased ridership and burdensome and
lengthy transfers, associated with creating deep mined stations that are only
accessible via elevator.
Evaluate and address impacts to vulnerable populations in the CID and Pioneer
Square.
Review the opportunity for a below-grade connection from a 5th or 4th Avenue
Station in the CID through to the King Street Station and Amtrak and Sounder.

•

•

Address opportunities for meaningful Transit Oriented Development in
construction and station area planning across the system. Specific areas of
interest include SODO station and Ryerson Base area, CID/Pioneer Square and
Westlake.
Create meaningful opportunities for bus/streetcar to rail transfers at major hubs
and at the end of the lines. This includes ensuring bus and streetcar operations
are not unduly impacted by construction or operation of light rail.

Additionally, in order to create a world-class transit experience, we request Sound Transit
study the reconfiguration of Union Station Plaza to create a premier transfer environment
and community asset with programmable public space while reactivating Union Station as
a functioning transit station that incorporates retail and activation while maintaining
access to light rail, Sounder and Amtrak service.
Finally, regarding overall impacts to the transportation system, any significant disruption
of streetcar operations during future light rail station development is unacceptable and
will negatively impact mobility. As stated in the beginning of this letter, our second
principle is to “…maximize overall capacity and ridership, but not at the expense of
existing modes of transportation or the existing right of way.” The Center City Connector
Streetcar is scheduled to be complete in 2025. Streetcar operations must not be
truncated in Chinatown or at Westlake during construction of ST3. As part of scoping and
environmental review, Sound Transit should study all options to keep the streetcar
operating through construction, impacts to streetcar operations associated with
construction and costs associated with re-routing or other mitigation measures. Sound
Transit should assume responsibility for the costs associated with these potential impacts.
The benefit that ST3 will provide our city and region will be significant. Station design and
the ultimate configuration of the alignment should be evaluated and developed to reflect
the long-term nature of this investment. We understand the complicated partnerships
that are likely required to accomplish these goals and we stand ready to assist. Thank you
for your continued thoughtfulness and stewardship of the investment voters have
entrusted to you.
Best Regards,

Don Blakeney
VP, Advocacy & Economic Development
Downtown Seattle Association

EAST ALASKA JUNCTION
NEIGHBORHOOD COALITION
EIS Scoping Comments
West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions
[April 2019]
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Executive Summary
The membership of the East Alaska Junction (EAJ) Neighborhood Coalition believes:
1. A tunnel is the best option for delivering light rail service to West Seattle and Alaska
Junction based on the available alternatives.
2. The current “Yellow/Orange” Elevated Alternative will create a permanent scar across a
thriving East Junction community; one that is a vibrant, evolving tapestry of single and
multi-family residential housing.
3. Any above ground option entering the Junction will set a terrible precedent for future light
rail expansion. If elevated, any progress south to neighborhoods like High Point, White
Center, and Burien will involve the decimation of hundreds if not thousands of West Seattle
residences, forever altering West Seattle and creating an artificial barrier between
neighborhoods.
4. Light rail is a generational decision. The options chosen will be in place for the next several
decades. Decision makers and planners should not be tempted by quick and easy
alternatives, but instead support and build something the entire community can be proud to
pass on to future generations of Seattle.
5. Prior alternatives, including the “Purple” Pigeon Ridge / West Seattle Tunnel, Level 2
Alternative (“Purple Line”) and “Pink” Yancy Street / West Seattle Tunnel, Level 1
Alternative should be brought back for analysis during the EIS.
The subsequent pages of this report present the coalition’s views within the framework of
environmental impact studies.

About the East Alaska Junction Neighborhood Coalition
We are local residents advocating for well-planned transportation in West Seattle. We support and
look forward to the arrival of a new Link Light rail extension in our area but have concerns about
the proposed plans and their impacts on the East Alaska Junction area. Our coalition has more
than 50 active members and our website can be found at www.eastjunctionneighbors.org. If you
have any questions or comments, you can email us at eastjunctionneighbors@gmail.com. The
report below was prepared in collaboration with members of the coalition.
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Signatures
The report above was prepared in collaboration with members of the coalition whose name are
listed below:
#

Name

Email

1

Amir Sadrpour

elexira@yahoo.com

2

Jen Shaughnessy

jennifers@johnlscott.com

3

Kara Loeppky

kara@loeppky.com

4

Steven Loeppky

stvn@loeppky.com

5

Charlie Able

charliemable@gmail.com

6

Paul Dieter

pauldieter@icloud.com

7

Aimee Riordan

aimee.riordan@gmail.com

8

Lisa Pascual

pascual.lisa1@gmail.com

9

Larry Pascual

lrrypscl@gmail.com

10

Sharlene McCambridge

Sharlenebuffington@gmail.com

11

Brian Hughes

brian.j.hughes@gmail.com

12

Kathy McNamara

k.mcnamara.83@gmail.com

13

Danielle Franco-Malone

daniellefranco@gmail.com

14

Jason Franco-Malone

jaf228@gmail.com

15

Schuyler Markey

Schuyler.markey@aol.com

16

Mike Shaughnessy

mikes@elektronika.net

17

Larry King

le42king@comcast.net

18

Connie King

mc42king@comcast.net

19

Nick Wingfield

wingfield@gmail.com

20

Jude McAlpine

judimcalpine@hotmail.com

21

Janice Hendrickson

Schmittenz@hotmail.com

22

David Hendrickson

Schmittenz@hotmail.com

23

John McAlpine

johnmarkmcalpine@gmail.com

24

Jerry Simmons

callthemr@yahoo.com

25

Pete DeLaat

petedelaat@gmail.com

26

Sue DeLaat

smdelaat@gmail.com

27

Jerry Adona

jsadona@comcast.net

28

Randy Smith

randgsmith@msn.com

29

Karen Dahl

karead@msn.com

30

Tim Woodland

tmwoodland@gmail.com

31

Raquel Reynolds

1000rockie@gmail.com

32

David Martinez

davidgmartinez33@gmail.com

33

Grace Martinez

gracemartinez39@gmail.com
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34

Michelle Braasch

michellebraasch@yahoo.com

35

Leslie Hale

lhale@seanet.com

36

Blythe Simmons

Glamouramalola@msn.com

37

James Rillera

jrillera@comcast.net

38

Joni Rillera

mutuelbaker@gmail.com

39

Joan Peterson

peterj@spu.edu

40

Karissa Ponischil

ponischi@seattleu.edu

41

Richard Sinai-Yunker

sinai.yunker@gmail.com

42

Andrejs Dimbirs

dimbirs@msn.com

43

Shirley Dimbirs

sdimbirs@gmail.com

44

Elizabeth Cunningham

libby_c@msn.com

45

Michael O'Leary

mike_o@fastmail.com

46

Peter Eby

reisteby@gmail.com

47

Amy Eby

amyeby@comcast.net

48

James Turner

49

Emily Wingfield

emily.wingfield@gmail.com

50

Teresa Studebaker

Teresas@vancecorp.com

51

Linda Dominguez

dominlp1985@gmail.com

52

Ryan Betting

Longbranchconstruction@gmail.com

53

Enrique Martinez

Enriquesworld@aol.com

54

Peter Browman

pmark-browman@hotmail.com

55

Rowena Browman

rowena.browman@gmail.com

56

Dodi Monahan

dodi_monahan@hotmail.com

57

Sholeh Hakimelahi

sholehh@yahoo.com

58

Vera Richards

rrichards.vera@gmail.com

59

Ivo Janeba

janeba.i@live.com

60

Erin Ward

vashonite@yahoo.com

61

Mark Ward

mark_alan_ward@hotmail.com

62

Rachel Mishra

roxydox@gmail.com

63

Prag Mishra

prag.mishra@yahoo.com

64

Melina Wong

melinaswong@yahoo.com

65

Jet Singh

jetscingh@yahoo.com

66

Richard Green

westseattlegreens@gmail.com

67

Michael Tench

tenchmicheal57@gmail.com

68

Navid Fallah

navidfallah@gmail.com

69

Brooke Collins

collins.brooke@gmail.com

70

Chris White

cswhite100@gmail.com

71

Nastaran Nazemian

nazemian86@gmail.com
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72

Gabriela Binder

gbinder500@hotmail.com

73

Denise Lathrop

delathrop@comcast.net

74

Tina Walters

tina.walters@gmail.com

75

Barbara Hieronymus

siliqua39@yahoo.ie

76

William Lutkus

awww@comcast.net

77

Wendy Scherer

wendywilliewyatt@yahoo.com

78

Jeannine Elms

citizenballard@gmail.com

79

Katy Vanderpool

katyvdp@gmail.com

80

Tim Riordan

tim.riordan@gmail.com

81

Julia Desmond

julia.desmond@gmail.com

82

Joe Fuller

Joe_fuller@comcast.net

83

Zoran Brlecic

zoran.brlecic@comcast.net

84

Tatjana Stankovic

tatjana.stankovic@comcast.net

85

Kenneth Moore

kl_moore@me.com

86

Rebecca Moore

ra_moore@me.com

87

Kevin Freitas

kevinfreitas.net@gmail.com

88

Connie Parsons

connie.parsons@gmail.com

89

Travis Oostmeyer

house@oostmeyer.com

90

Tara Elliott

taraelliott.me@gmail.com

91

Evonne White

wennove@gmail.com

92

Richard White

whiterlw@gmail.com

93

Nathan Oostmeyer

nathan.oostmeyer@gmail.com

94

Carly Bonora

carly.bonora@outlook.com

95

Sydney Bolken

96

Kevin Corrigan

corrigankg@gmail.com

97

Christopher Burns

cvburns68@gmail.com

98

Anand Rajaratnam

anandsu@gmail.com

99

Carmine Pascucci

carminepas@comcast.net

100 Barbara Pascucci

barbarapas@comcast.net

101 Amanda switzer

Amanda.koller@gmail.com

102 Scott Caldwell

scottcaldwell47@gmail.com

103 Rick Koller

Rick.koller@gmail

104 Alicia Cummings

aliciaclaassen@hotmail.com

105 Tatiana Farid

amtf@comcast.net

106 Abdy Farid

af12.tennis@gmail.com

107 Andrew Norton

pandrewnorton@comcast.net

108 Bradi Jones

mrs_jonesb@yahoo.com
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109 Colin Cashman

mccashman608@southseattle.edu

110 Steve Aird

ssaird2112@gmail.com

111 Stephanie Aird

steph.stephaird@gmail.com

112 Gordy Cole

gordyrcole@gmail.com

113 Judy Cole

judycole8962@gmail.com

114 David La Raus

lumberingstone@hotmail.com

115 Hillary Aldassy

haldassy@gmail.com

116 Heather Kirk

heather@kirkrileydesign.com

117 Tighe Urelius

turelius@yahoo.com

118 Lisa Coon

llcoon@juno.com

119 William Coon
120 Michelle Comazzetto

mjlseattle@msn.com

121 Ryan Comazzetto
122 Kristina Binder

kbinder500@gmail.com

123 Lucas Binder

lbinder500@gmail.com

124 Jeff Desimone

jgdesimone@yahoo.com

125 Miki Tamura

miki.tamura12@gmail.com

126 Peter Binder

psbinder@gmail.com

127 Scott Caldwell

scottcaldwell47@gmail.com

128 Alissa Moor

Alissamoor@gmail.com

129 Ben Moor

Benglen11@gmail.com

130 John Laplante

laplante@alum.mit.edu

131 Lisa Zerkowitz

asilzerk@comcast.net

132 Boyd Sugiki

ikigus@comcast.net

133 Rachel Merta

rachel.merta@gmail.com

134 Brynne Burkhalter

brynne_burkhalter@yahoo.com

135 Charles Burkhalter

cburkhalterjr@yahoo.com

136 Kevin Mullen

Krm56@msn.com

137 Benjamin Feigin
138 Rene Commons

recommons@icloud.com

139 Lisa Wallace-Baker

lisa@danbakercreative.com

140 Dan Baker

Dan@danbakercreative.com

141 Hugh Johns

s.hughjohns@gmail.com

142 Michelle Johnson

michedwa08@gmail.com

143 Marcy Miller

marcylmiller@gmail.com

144 Judson Miller

judsonjmiller@gmail.com

145 Amy Youngblood

ybwest@sbcglobal.net

146 Veena Prasad
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147 Janice Robinson

Jkayr@hotmail.com

148 Radhika Makhija
149 Vikram Baskaran
150 Nathan Ferguson

edgeofpanic@gmail.com

151 Peter Mason

forgottenfavorite@yahoo.com

152 Sherri Mason
153 Michael Morgan

mishamor@gmail.com

154 Fiona Booth

fionacbooth@gmail.com

155 Paul Damoth

hllclmber@msn.com

156 Michelle Trulson

jtruls@comcast.net

157 Jeff Trulson

jtruls@comcast.net

158 Michael Young

michaelb.young2@gmail.com

159 Joseph Lang

lang.jj@gmail.com

160 Caroline Bradbury

caroline@carolinebradburycounseling.com

161 Carlos Espinosa

mclos31@mac.com

162 Eduardo Espinosa

mclos31@yahoo.com

163 Sungwoo Choo

kswchoo@gmail.com

164 Dawn Hagen

dawn@dawnhagen.com

165 Susannah Herrmann

sus.herrmann@gmail.com

166 Daniel Gero

danielgero@comcast.net

167 Mónica Zárate

monicazarate13@yahoo.com

168 Myra Ferriols

myferriols@gmail.com

169 Robert Mccall

rcmccall@comcast.net
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1. Acquisitions, Displacements, and Property Value
Construction Clearance
All of the current route proposals result in direct adjacency to residential properties. Sound Transit
representatives have told property owners the guideway could come within 10ft of their property
line or home. This adjacency will undoubtedly affect environment quality, property value, and
safety.
We strongly suggest Sound Transit perform a through analysis of rail proximity to any inhabitable
property and identify its impact on, but not limited to, the following issues: air quality, vibration,
electromagnetic interference, soil stability, groundwater, runoff, access to natural light, and access
to existing natural or urban views. For any of these issues (or any others identified by Sound
Transit), Sound Transit should quantify the impacts as related to human health, safety, and
property value. These issues should be analyzed as related to both construction and after
completion.
Additionally, we strongly recommend Sound Transit identify and directly notify all property owners
affected by any of these issues and relay the potential impacts as identified in their analysis. It is
not enough for Sound Transit to only contact properties taken as part of Eminent Domain; if a
property owner experiences any direct adverse impacts, it should be incumbent upon Sound
Transit to alert them of the potential issues prior to final route selection.
Scale of Acquisitions
Within an area of less than 30 acres, and for a segment of less than 1 mile of track, the current
“Yellow/Orange” line would require the demolition and taking of well over 100 properties, while
creating substantial negative impacts on at least 50 to 100 more. This scale and density of
community impact appears to be unprecedented in any light rail expansion project. Sound Transit
was able to avoid hundreds of homes in the neighborhoods like Beacon Hill, the U-District,
Roosevelt, and Maple Leaf by utilizing tunnel construction. If a tunnel was viable for these
neighborhoods, why is it not the primary option for Delridge, Avalon, and Alaska Junction? How
does the scale of the acquisition compare to other Link light rail expansions?
Proximity of Lines and Property Values
We recommend Sound Transit study the impact of elevated trains on property values. As there
appears to be almost no precedent in Seattle for elevated rail passing through such dense,
single-family, residential, this study should include data from other cities and should compare the
values of similar properties in similar neighborhoods that are within 50 and 100 and 200 and 500
and greater than 500 feet from an elevated line.
Displacement in the Midst of Housing Shortage
Given the lack of affordable housing in Seattle, or any readily available housing stock is a
well-documented and growing problem [1]. Sound Transit should carefully consider the implications
of displacing (by its own estimates) more than 100 households when there are other viable options
for development that would be far less disruptive, while keeping land on the table for future,
transit-oriented development to better support Seattle’s future housing needs. Sound Transit
should also consider the broader impact the elevated “Yellow/Orange Line” would have on the
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community given that many of the displaced households include current (or future) students
enrolled in neighborhood schools.
Property Values during the Long Construction Stage
There are still years of planning ahead of home acquisitions. How will Sound Transit account for
this during property evaluations? If sales stagnate during this planning period, will Sound Transit
compensate homeowners accordingly?
Remedial Actions for Impacted Unacquired Houses
What factors and remedial actions does an EIS consider for properties that are not acquired but
are negatively impacted by their close proximity to the elevated lines? This can be measured in
terms of noise, traffic displacement, safety concerns, etc.
Social Impact on Relocated Residents
It may be assumed that many residents subject to relocation along the Yellow alignment have
chosen to live in the interface between the urban village and established single-family homes. After
displacement, what reasonable opportunity for relocations exist that offer the same lifestyle and
quality of life people have chosen?

2. Alternatives (Route, Station Locations)
Phasing of Avalon Station
We believe that the Avalon station should be tabled from the current project scope and proposed
as a “Phase-2” infill; similar to the S Graham Street Station; with any associated cost savings
dedicated to funding the tunnel. The walksheds for Junction and Delridge stations already overlap
in the location proposed for the Avalon station. A station at this location would serve a limited
walkshed [10], destroy roughly 60 homes, and not serve as a robust transit connector.
What is the methodology used to determine the need for two stations within a 10-minute walkshed?
This is crucial information since bus routes can be diverted for convenient transfers.
Are two stations necessary in such close proximity? Can shuttles/buses take less mobile riders to
Junction and Avalon destinations? As bus ridership will likely go down with the introduction of light
rail, has the reallocation of these resources to inner-west Seattle transit been considered and
studied? This currently a need in West Seattle.
Current West Seattle proposals have fundamental problems
After more than a year of study and public commenting, PST has proposed an ST3 representative
line that is deemed difficult for future expansion, a tunnel option that requires as-of-yet unsecured
additional funding, and a destructive and unpopular elevated (yellow) rail line. We reviewed the
detailed proposal document [2] to see if public comments inspired the current proposals, but
nothing could be found. Consequently, we urge members of the ELG and Sound Transit Board to
reconsider past alternatives.
Sound Transit Alternative Selection Process
Why did so few options make it to Level 3 for EIS consideration (compared to the quantity taken
through EIS on ST2)? Is this an over-correction by Sound Transit to speed up the development
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process at the detriment to residents and transit users? Have some good options dropped off the
table because of schedule or desire to streamline the process?
Elevated Line & Destructive Future Expansion
The Alaska Junction Station associated with the elevated “Yellow/Orange Line” has been oriented
North/South to allow for future extension of the light rail south the White Center and Burien.
However, key expansion details are missing. Will future expansion of elevated line lead to more
acquisition of houses along 41st Avenue? Will the scale of these acquisitions be even greater than
in the Delridge/Avalon/Junction area? The 41st Avenue south of Alaska junction has a steep grade
that poses challenges for future elevated expansion.
Future expansion of the elevated “Yellow/Orange Line” seems to continue the destructive nature of
the current options but at a much larger scale. Residents have been told that this option exists to
meet the desire for future southern expansion, but does not address any of the issues associated
with such expansion or the scope of its incursion into the neighborhoods of West Seattle.
Expansion from Delridge
If the goal of creating a north/south facing rail is for potential expansion, is the Alaska Junction the
correct jumping off point? Would expansion of the line South make more sense from Delridge?
Past Proposals to be Revisited
A) Yancy Street / West Seattle Tunnel, Level 1 Alternative (“Pink Line”)

The “Pink Line” alternative [Yancy Street / W. Seattle Tunnel], either as a tunnel or
elevated, uses Fauntleroy Way SW for southward expansion minimizing its residential
disruption. It also greatly diminishes the housing displacement in the North Delridge
neighborhood and the potential environmental impact on the Delridge Park, Longfellow
Creek area and the W. Seattle Golf Course (three significant green spaces in the area).
While the Pink Line as currently proposed does not reach the “center” of Alaska Junction, it
is within the 5-minute walkshed, and provides several advantages in terms of future
expansion and cost.
As currently drawn, this option has some issues that will need to be addressed–specifically
where the Delridge Station is located and the fact that there are only two stations in WS, not
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three. Sound Transit has said all along that there are opportunities to mix and match
elements from different proposals, so there may be a way to shift the Delridge Station in
this option farther to the east–perhaps near the strip mall on Andover and Delridge. And
looking at the map, it does seem possible that the ending station could be situated
elsewhere in the Junction. But, again, this route--with modifications-- solves several issues
that have arisen in the various discussions:
●
●

●

●

It has a much lower impact on Youngstown housing.
The above ground portion in Delridge along Yancy minimizes or eliminates the
impact of an elevated guideway on the Delridge park, golf course, Longfellow Creek
area and other green spaces.
It would lead into a tunnel that would enter the Junction underground - eliminating
the housing and commercial disruption that would be caused by an elevated
guideway in the Junction area.
It would, more than the other options discussed, go a long way toward providing
good transportation while preserving the small town feel, the housing, and the green
spaces that make West Seattle a human-scaled and vibrant community.

We urge you to put this option back on the table and consider how best to modify it to meet
the needs of various constituencies.
B) Pigeon Ridge / West Seattle Tunnel, Level 2 Alternative (“Purple Line”)

The “Purple Line” alternative [Pigeon Ridge / W. Seattle Tunnel] passes underneath Pigeon
Ridge greatly minimize impacts to the Youngstown and Delridge neighborhoods while still
maintaining three station locations (equivalent to the ST3 proposal). Additionally, as shown
in the Level 1 design, the station reaches the center of Alaska Junction with a station at
42nd and could easily include a sub-option of 41st.
As drawn in Level 1, this design would need to overcome several disadvantages specifically potential impacts on four parks, (Delridge Playfield, Pigeon Point Park, West
Duwamish Greenbelt and West Seattle Golf Course), and the additional cost for a tunnel
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through Pigeon Ridge. However, as noted, this option solves many issues raised through
this process:
●
●
●

●

It has a much lower impact on Youngstown and Delridge properties.
The Delridge Station location is well positioned to serve communities both north and
south of the Delridge Playfield - expanding the station’s potential walkshed.
It would lead into a tunnel that would enter the Junction underground - eliminating
the housing and commercial disruption that would be caused by an elevated
guideway in the Junction area.
It maintains three station locations in equivalence with ST3.

We urge you to put this option back on the table and consider how best to modify it to meet
the needs of various constituencies.

3. Construction Impacts
Construction Staging and Property Acquisition
The EIS should clearly define the staging area needed for construction of the yellow line in the very
compact residential area between 39th and 41st Avenue SW. We simply do not see much space
for construction materials or machinery. The EIS should determine if additional houses need to be
acquired or will be impacted beyond the standard clearance around the yellow line for the purpose
of construction.
Impact of Construction on Residential Areas
What is the mitigation plan to affected neighbors during construction, operation and maintenance
considering the close proximity of the elevated lines to residential area?
Underestimating the Cost and Impact of Construction in Residential Area
King5 News published an article titled “Sound Transit using bully tactics, Bellevue neighbors say” in
February 2018 [3]. The article states PST has offered $300 compensation to impacted neighbors
from the light rail construction. The article states PST would end up paying $11 million in legal fees
to fight the unhappy residents. EIS should closely study the true economic cost of construction in
West Seattle village hub.

4. Economics and Cost
EIS to Provide more Accurate Cost Analyses
Similar tunnel construction projects across Seattle have yielded lower cost. For example, UW
tunnel was $600M per mile yet the tunnel to the Alaska Junction Station (less than one mile) has
an initial projected overage of $700 million. Was $150-300 million per mile of elevated cost
subtracted?
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EIS to Comprehensively Study the Cost of Elevated Lines
● How are the costs of relocating affected overhead utilities being factored into the budget?
● Is Sound Transit considering compensation to affected neighbors by the construction?
● Does staging and machinery require additional property acquisitions?
● Does cost comparison consider the long-term effect of lost property taxes by the
demolished properties?
Permanent Loss of Tax Revenues from Demolished Houses
Sound Transit has identified a $700 million cost increase associated with the tunnel option.
However, this only captures “day-one” costs (such as construction and home acquisition). As part
of the financial analysis, Sound Transit must also account for “day-two costs” (lost property taxes,
track maintenance, future land use). For every home Sound Transit demolishes, the city loses a
source of tax revenue. This loss is not merely on day one, but in perpetuity. A more accurate
financial picture should illustrate how “day-one” construction costs might be offset by the change in
annual property tax revenue over some long-term period (possibly to determine a break-even point
– if one exists). This loss in revenue stream is exacerbated by the fact that most properties slated
for demolition were intended to be up-zoned to LR-2. However, as acknowledged by the Seattle
City Council, the proposal of property acquisitions by Sound Transit is the only reason the
up-zoning has gone on hold [9]. The City Council has also acknowledged that if the light rail does
not go through these blocks, it is very likely these properties will be reconsidered for up-zoning
once an alternate LR route is selected. It is therefore necessary for Sound Transit to analyze
property value and tax revenue at both Single Family (SF) zoning as well as Low-Rise (LR-2)
density (as proposed by MHA).
Identify Third-Party Funding Sources for the Tunnel Proposal
Capitol Hill, the University District, Roosevelt, Beacon Hill, and Bellevue tunnels are a testimony
that when Sound Transit, City officials, and Politicians work together they are able to find funding
resources. The EIS should study how funds became available for those projects and utilize similar
methods to acquire funding for this short tunnel in West seattle.
The proposed elevated options are far less superior to proposed tunnel options:
● The elevated options will be destructive to the pedestrian-oriented neighborhood by
introducing mass, noise, and physical impediments to local pedestrian and vehicular traffic;
● Involve the destruction and removal of numerous family homes.
● Make further extension to the south less feasible.
ST3 Representative Vs. Elevated Line Cost Comparison
Sound Transit has stated that the proposed “Yellow/Orange Line” is similar in cost to the ST3
representative option. The EIS should further analyze that assumption, taking into consideration
the following items:
● Number property acquisitions
● Permanent loss of property tax revenue from acquired properties
● Potential loss of future, denser housing which would yield even higher tax revenue
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Perpetual Impact on Businesses
How will the EIS take into account the impact on the feasibility and desire of local businesses to
remain in immediate proximity to / under the light rail? Loss of local businesses would have a
negative impact on liveability and neighborhood culture, as would “dead zones”of no commercial or
residential use of land beneath / adjacent to the tracks. How are all of those costs assessed and/or
factored into the decision-making process?

5. Ecosystems and Natural Resources
Elevated Line Impact on Trees and Natural Resources
The EIS should study the number of tree impacted. What are the resulting effects on air quality
and soil retention?

6. Future Extension and Neighborhood Planning
Details of Elevated Line Expansion is Missing
There is a greater need for transportation in the Delridge neighborhood, which currently suffers
from poor and limited transportation options. If expansion to Burien is in the future, would it make
more sense for it to follow route 509?
The goal of a north/south alignment in the junction seems short-sighted. If the yellow line were to
continue in the future, more homes would need to be acquired given the street width of 41st and its
neighboring streets. Sound Transit should consider future expansion South from West Seattle that
makes sense for the neighborhood (e.g., along Delridge to White Center). In this case, a
north/south alignment in the junction is no longer necessary.
Impact on City Planning & Development
We strongly encourage Sound Transit to work in equal partnership with the City of Seattle’s Office
of Planning & Community Development prior to selecting a final route or station location to insure
proper integration and with the surrounding communities.
Sound Transit and elected officials have an obligation to follow principles laid out in Seattle’s 2035
Comprehensive Plan which provides long-term guidance about managing growth and providing
services. The Plan embraces the concept of sustainable growth, race and social equity, community
building, economic opportunity, and environmental stewardship.
The document outlines specific goals and policies related to transportation planning:
●
●
●

(TG-1) Ensure that transportation decisions, strategies and investments support the City’s
overall growth strategy are coordinated with this Plan’s land use goals.
(TI-4) Design transportation facilities to be compatible with planned land uses and consider
the planned scale and character of the surrounding neighborhood.
(LUG-1) Achieve a development pattern consistent with the urban village strategy, which
concentrates most housing and employment growth in urban centers and urban villages,
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●

with additional employment in manufacturing/industrial centers, while also allowing infill
development compatible with the established context in areas outside centers and villages.
(TG-2) Allocate space on Seattle’s streets to safely and efficiently connect people and
goods to their destinations while creating inviting spaces within the right-of-ways.

The proposed “Yellow/Orange” is in direct opposition to all of these principals. The line tears
through residential neighborhood land planned for much needed desification. The required
elevated guideway will dwarf the surrounding context in complete contrast to current or proposed
neighborhood character.
The addition of light rail as a mode of transportation in West Seattle brings many opportunities and
can be a catalyst for positive change in the region. But only through successful implementation.
We strongly urge Sound Transit to abandon the proposed elevated options in favor of a tunnel
option that would respect Seattle’s Comprehensive Plan and the residents it seeks to protect and
empower.

7. Geology, Soils, and Seismic
Is a tunnel seismically more stable than elevated?
Seismic code has increased greatly over time and continues to get more stringent. In fact, our
current code is sub-par to other cities such as San Francisco, and experts are lobbying for Seattle
to get safer and stricter with our seismic codes. Likely it will become more stringent with time. An
example of this from the past is the viaduct. At one point in time that was considered appropriately
engineered but is now unsound the primary reason for its demolition. Will Sound Transit design
the tunnel or elevated line to the current Seattle code, or to more stringent guidelines adopted by
neighboring cities?
Budgeting for seismic events
When assessing cost, the EIS should factor in the potential additional costs arising from a
significant seismic event. The proposed route is subject to varying teranne and is within a
seismically-active area. We believe it would be dishonest to assume, for purposes of cost
prediction, that the proposed options would be immune to costs associated with a seismic event.

8. Land Use and Zoning
Concerns about the City’s Plans for Rezoning & its Financial Impact
By her own testimony, Council Member Lisa Herbold proposed holding this land from the upzone
until the light rail route is determined [4]. Zoning amendments proposed by Lisa Herbold which
were voted for by City Council disadvantage property owners and benefit Sound Transit. The
motives seem questionable at best. What is not yet clear is the city’s plan for these parcels in the
future. Sound Transit should study and reveal this information to the public. Sound transit should
also study the value of the land, when upzoned, if a tunnel is built versus the value of the land and
future housing development when bisected by elevated light rail.
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If certain properties were held back from rezoning simply because they would be cheaper to
acquire if needed for light rail, does this constitute and illegal “taking” of property? Further, if
council and planners were aware of this rationale, does this constitute a form of collusion in favor of
the light rail developers at the expense of citizens? Since no final plan has been adopted, why
were these properties held back from upzoning now?
Long-term Effects of Eradicating Recently Rezoned LS2 Land
The value of this land for future development and transit-oriented affordable housing is proven by
the city’s interest in upzoning this land (bisected by the proposed yellow line) to LS2. The below
overlay shows the same parcel with the proposed yellow line. It is no secret why these blocks were
held back. The yellow line proposal, if kept for study for the EIS, holds this land in limbo for years,
while devaluing property for all. Sound Transit must study the impacts of this and should work in
conjunction with the City of Seattle planning department to look that this valuable property and plan
thoughtfully for future development, rather than piecemeal to achieve short-term goals.

9. Noise and Vibration
Noise & vibration Considerations for West Seattle
A quick look at light transit from UW to SeaTac shows that during weekdays, the interval between
train arrivals are approximately 12 minutes. This is great news for most residents in the West
Seattle, but not for those living around the Elevated lines. EIS should consider (1) the proximity of
houses and frequency of trains in their noise and vibration analyses.
There are proven physical effects from light rail noise both for elevated and at grade. Sound
Transit has had a number of serious issues with this over the years, including being over the
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federal limit for noise in Tukwila in ST1 [5]. Efforts to remedy this have taken years, with mixed
results [6]. The EIS must study the impact of noise as part of cutting through a primarily
residential neighborhood. Please also consider that if the elevated option were selected, this
would be the most residential area Sound Transit has yet disrupted anywhere in the system,
greatly increasing the size and scope of the impact of noise and vibration.
Noise & Vibration and Property Values
The EIS should study and return information on how noise and vibration affect property values. The
EIS cost analyses should consider remedial actions for impacted neighborhoods, or should
consider that legal action by residents, including members of this coalition, will be taken in the
absence of remedial actions.
Operation Schedule
Please consider all of these comments and study impacts that relate to a 20-hour schedule
(current) for the trains. How would this adversely impact the neighborhood additionally should PST
consider a 24-hour schedule in the future? What is the data from other cities? Are there studies of
comparable areas of dense single-family housing cut through by a train or light rail? Moreover,
what kind of a deadzone does this create when people don’t want to live nearby, given noise and
vibration impacts?
Sound Transit must also study as part of scoping, noise and vibration for height that may exceed
50 feet as proposed for the West Seattle tracks as this is unusually high for the system and, given
topography in West Seattle may have unintended (and yet unknown) negative impacts on what are
now quiet residential neighborhoods. Turns are loudest points on line and that would occur in the
heart of the eastern flank of the Alaska Junction.
Noise & Vibration and Long Term Health Issues
Will the EIS include a study of noise and vibration levels experienced in homes that are as
close to light rail as the current proposal? What are the health and wellness impacts of that
noise/vibration level on residents? [amir] For example a study [7] showed that freight trains
noise and vibration have an adverse long-term impact on cardiovascular functioning of persons
living close to railways. We found many similar scientific studies beyond the scope of this
document. The EIS study requires gathering data from other cities to obtain accurate
information, since Seattle does not have a large number of homes in the same proximity to light
rail as that in the proposed plan.
The EIS studies should include the following based on the ST guidelines: “Assessment of the
number of potentially affected noise and vibration sensitive receivers, including residences,
libraries, performance halls, schools, churches, and selected parks within 350 feet of alignment”.
Human Generated Noise Due to Close Proximity to Stations
Currently, we enjoy a very peaceful, clean and quiet neighborhood. Close proximity of light rail
main terminal/final station to the West Seattle Junction’s dense residential areas means that
thousands of people use this area for their daily commute. This cannot be without consequence
in terms of noise and pollution. For example, EIS should study the impact of “human generated
noises” (e.g., young children playing, people conversing etc). This factor should be considered
when defining demolition clearances around the elevated lines. The EIS should also study the
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impact of public littering in our beautiful neighborhoods. The remaining households around the
elevated lines stations should not become victims of noise and pollution.

10. Parks and Recreational Resources
Golf Course Redevelopment
The West Seattle Golf Program does not generate enough revenue to cover its own expenses. A
portion could be utilized for elevated light rail and a tunnel entrance. Additionally, a portion could
be subdivided and made accessible for private development - the revenue of which could be used
to help fund a tunnel. The rest of the land could be converted to a fully functional public park, or
other community resources such as a library, community center, or museum.

11. Safety and Security
The hazards of an at-grade crossing with scores of children
The present rendering for the elevated ‘yellow line’ shows the train at grade when it reaches and
crosses 39th Ave SW, potentially closing that street, north-south. Is there precedent for this kind of
design anywhere else in Sound Transit’s system? What are the implications? The safety impacts
and danger of having a track at grade on a residential street must be carefully studied. This
neighborhood, given its proximity to local schools, both private and public within blocks of the track,
often is busy with groups of children of all ages walking and biking to and from school. What are
the pedestrian effects of the at-grade crossing?

12. Social Justice and Equality
Housing Destruction the midst of Seattle Housing Crisis
By building elevated rail, the number of areas and the amount of property available for building
affordable housing to support the housing crisis is reduced.
Elevated Line has the Largest Impact on Minorities and Low-income families
Some negative consequences of light rail are an increase in gentrification and a greater reality of
displacement. A 2011 study done by Human Impact Partners in Minnesota showed that light rail
and RTD expansion in their communities had at least one if not all of these negative outcomes:
●
●
●

higher rate of residential and business displacement,
increase in housing values causing fewer vacancies and
a decrease in affordable housing, and displacement of existing residents—especially low
income residents.

The study showed that there was a disproportionate impact on people of color and people with
lower socio-economic status compared to white people and people with high socioeconomic status.
Moreover, the risk of displacement can also lead to negative health outcomes such as infectious
disease, chronic disease, stress, and impeded child development due to lack of a sense of
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belonging and association to a particular community [8]. While the above impacts are common
among all Sound Transit light rail proposals to West Seattle, the elevated “Yellow/Orange Line” will
lead to the largest displacement and thus most detrimental impacts to West Seattle communities.
Socio-economic Displacement
The EIS should study the cultural impact of displacing hundreds of residents and replacing them
with a concrete structure. For example, the EIS should study whether the light rail will attract a
larger homeless community to the Junction area. The homeless community has a presence a mile
away near the West Seattle Bridge concrete structures.

13. Transportation (traffic, navigation, transit, pedestrian)
Current Parking Space Shortage
Currently, many of the residents have a difficult time finding parking spaces in the junction area.
The light rail will exacerbate this problem. How is PST estimating increased parking stress from
neighborhood park-and-riders? [Amir] The Westlake station in downtown Seattle is an example of a
light rail station with no need for parking. However, this is possible because the Westlake station is
a main hub for public transportation. EIS should study how passengers will reach the light rail
considering limited space on the ground
Elevated Line Impact on Car Traffic
What are the effects of vacating 39th
  Ave SW surface traffic flows, especially considering the
existing dead end at SW 41st and the one-way block at SW 42nd? Are we to expect additional
traffic on the non-arterials?

14. Visual and Aesthetics
Elevated Lines are Associated with Industrial Zones
Elevated lines in other cities (Chicago, New York, Boston) are often negatively received. In New
York, these elevated lines are associated with “depressed” or “industrial” areas. How are the
negative visual and aesthetic impacts considered? We must remember these impacts are
permanent.
West Seattle in its current state is a highly segregated community by socio-economic standards.
The introduction of an elevated rail line will serve to further segregate the neighborhoods, serving
as a true barrier to the integration of social and economic statuses. Additionally, keeping the light
rail, in whatever form, away from Delridge and White Center will only serve to limit the access to
and from those areas by those who need this type of transportation to work, live and move freely
about their city.
The city built the Alaskan Way Viaduct at time when little study was done to ascertain potential
impacts to the area. It served to cut the waterfront off from the rest of the city and stifled its
development and use by its residents. We have learned much from this decision in the years since
but building an elevated light rail in West Seattle would show that indeed, nothing was actually
learned.
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Visual Studies of the Concrete Structure on Residential Neighborhood
Please consider the attached images we took along the entire existing light rail line as a matter of
public record in my request that future light rail in the West Seattle Junction occupy a tunnel in our
neighborhood. These are meant to convey how horrifically out-of-scale an elevated option would
be in West Seattle and to illustrate what will literally be replacing whole blocks of residential
housing and bisecting the most walkable areas of our neighborhood.
Nowhere else along the entire light rail line is there elevated track in a neighborhood as dense as
the West Seattle Junction. And, rightly so, as these lines are basically a step below normal Amtrak
or BNSF rail and are far from streetcar-sized trains that fit more easily among well-developed,
densified, walkable neighborhoods. The negative impact of bisecting our neighborhood with a new
viaduct will be a blemish that will last for many decades. The coalition members would be more
than happy to walk the scoping staff across our neighborhood. EIS and scoping staff should visit
the sites in the route of the elevated line and study the visual/aesthetic impact of the elevated rails
first hand.
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Submitted via email to: WSBscopingcomments@soundtransit.org
West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions, c/o Lauren Swift
Sound Transit
401 S. Jackson St.
Seattle, WA 98104

Heidi Hall
Vice President

Re: Scope of the EIS for West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Project

Jamie Lee
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Dear Ms. Swift:

Azar Koulibaly
Secretary
Maria Batayola
Julie Fonseca de Borges
Heidi Park
Dana Phelan
Stephanie Pure
Tom Sang-gu Im
Carl Seip
Karen True

This letter is submitted on behalf of the Pioneer Square International District Community
Preservation & Development Authority (dba Historic South Downtown, hereinafter HSD). HSD
appreciates the opportunity to submit input on the scope of the environmental impact study
for the West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions (West Seattle/Ballard Link) project.

ABOUT HISTORIC SOUTH DOWNTOWN AND OUR STAKEHOLDERS
HSD was created by the Washington State Legislature in 2007 in response to unprecedented
impacts of ongoing construction of major public facilities, public works, and capital projects in
and around the Pioneer Square and Chinatown-International Historic Districts. It was created
to preserve, restore, and promote the health, safety, and cultural identity of Seattle’s Pioneer
Square and Chinatown-International District neighborhoods. It is governed by a board of
directors elected to represent local government and business, residents, arts organizations,
non-profits, and historic and cultural organizations from both neighborhoods.
Because of our focus on the vitality of the south downtown neighborhoods, Historic South
Downtown and our stakeholder partners are keenly aware of the importance of the long-term
nature of the work at hand. We view every decision to be made regarding the West
Seattle/Ballard link as a 100-year impact decision. The result of this project must be viewed, in
part, with how useful it will be to community members and commuters in 2135, as well as
2035.
The West Seattle/Ballard Link scoping period comes at a time when our communities have
limited capacity to engage in the public process. Construction of SR99 Deep Bore Tunnel,
Seawall, the Seattle Waterfront, and the Streetcar, as well as demolition of the Alaskan Way
Viaduct has and will continue to cause disruption to the Pioneer Square neighborhood. The
Chinatown-International District is still recovering from construction of the First Hill Streetcar
and more than a dozen private construction projects in various stages of development. Both
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neighborhoods face ongoing public construction impacts from sewer, water, and lighting system upgrades meant
to benefit all of Seattle. Community members feel the burden of a hot economy and real estate market on rents
and cost of living. On top of this, our neighborhoods—like urban neighborhoods across the U.S.—are grappling
with the effects of rising homelessness and violent crime. All of this is taxing our resources and challenging our
resilience.
It is essential that the EIS adequately recognize the nature of the affected environment. The purpose of this
discussion is to ensure you fully appreciate the important characteristics of Pioneer Square and ChinatownInternational District that may be affected by the West Seattle/Ballard Link project.
According to the U.S. Census, over three-quarters of the population of the Chinatown-International District and
over 40 percent of the Pioneer Square identifies as minority (2012-2016 American Community Survey). Nearly 30
percent of the population in both neighborhoods have incomes below the federal poverty level (2012-2016
American Community Survey). The highest concentration of homeless people in King County is in Pioneer Square,
with over 44 percent of the population homeless (2010 U.S. Census). In the three Census block groups that
comprise the Chinatown-International District, 12 to 30 percent are seniors and 25 to 40 percent of households
are linguistically isolated (2012-2016 American Community Survey).1
Data from the Chinatown-International District 2020 Healthy Community Action Plan (https://living-future.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/08/2020-CID-Healthy-Community-Action-Plan.pdf) shows that, when compared with other
neighborhoods in Seattle and King County, the Chinatown-International District shows the highest rates of mental
distress, diabetes, preventable hospitalizations, and poor housing conditions. According to the authors of the
Chinatown-International District 2020 Healthy Community Action Plan, these complex health and social issues
result from years of historic disinvestment and institutional racism.
Despite the challenges Pioneer Square and Chinatown-International District residents face, our neighborhoods
have community cohesion, or linkages that neighbors feel to one another and community services, and resources
to support them. For example, there are many health and human services providers throughout Pioneer Square
and the Chinatown-International District, including: International Community Health Services (ICHS), Chief Seattle
Club, Seattle’s Union Gospel Mission Men’s Shelter, Chinese Information and Service Center, Downtown
Emergency Services Center, Compass Housing Alliance, Interim Community Development Authority, and Seattle
Chinatown-International District Public Development Authority (SCIDpda). There are community gathering places
where neighbors come together, including: Occidental Park, Hing Hay Park, the public plazas at Union and King
Street stations, Donnie Chin International Children’s Park, and the Danny Woo Community Garden.
____________________________
1

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, a linguistically isolated household is defined as a household in which no person age 14
and over speaks only English and no person age 14 and over who speaks a language other than English speaks English “very
well”.
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In addition to being home to vulnerable people, Pioneer Square and Chinatown-International District are the
site of some of the most precious historic resources in Seattle. The Pioneer Square Historic District was one of
the first districts to be listed on the National Register of Historic Places as a district, as well as containing many
buildings that are individually listed on the National Register. Pioneer Square is “Seattle’s First Neighborhood,”
home of its first major business district and the location of many of the significant events during its early
history. Pioneer Square also housed the city’s original Chinatown. The center blocks of Seattle’s current
Chinatown-International District were added to the National Register in 1986; the neighborhood also contains
many individual buildings that are both city landmarks and listed on the National Register. ChinatownInternational District as a whole has played a central role in the development of Seattle and the region, as it
has been home to waves of immigrants from China, Japan, and other parts of Asia who have passed under the
China Gate and claimed their version of the American Dream. It is essential that any significant public
investment, such as West Seattle/Ballard Link, be designed and constructed to preserve, and not impair, the
historic resources of these two historic neighborhoods.
Finally, the hard work of leaders within both communities has established a culture where a lively street-level
environment with enticing shops and restaurants has encouraged business investment, attracted homeowners
to live and work in the neighborhood, and generally maintained a “virtuous circle” in which the quality of one
aspect of the neighborhood attracts the elements required to enhance other aspects of the neighborhood.
But that virtuous cycle is both difficult to create, and fragile.
The EIS must fully analyze the impact of the design and construction of the West Seattle/Ballard Link on the
larger qualities of Pioneer Square and Chinatown-International Districts, to ensure that in the name of
providing mass transit, the Project does not damage the quality of two very important Seattle neighborhoods.

ALTERNATIVES TO STUDY IN THE EIS
We recognize the pressure Sound Transit is under to deliver on ST3 quickly. Promises made to voters obligate
the agency to deliver faster than past light rail projects. This pressure appears to be driving a desire to narrow
the alternatives to study in the EIS.
However, we believe that unduly narrowing the alternatives to be studied risks having the opposite of the
desired effect; it would create a legally inadequate EIS, and risk causing several years of delay if the EIS were
ultimately challenged and had to be redone. The heart of an EIS is its comparison of alternatives, its
identification of the significant adverse impacts of various alternatives, and its identification of potential
means of mitigating the adverse impacts of a proposal. When an EIS fails to examine potential alternatives,
the primary purpose of the EIS is defeated. Sound Transit will get the West Seattle/Ballard Link finished and in
service fastest if it prepares a thorough EIS now. A thorough EIS is one which studies a full range of reasonable
alternatives and identifies the trade-offs and benefits of one alternative over another, as well as the means to
mitigate the adverse impacts of the alternative that is ultimately chosen.
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The region has recent experience with transportation planners insisting on unduly restricting the alternatives
they considered in environmental documents. For years we were told that there were only two alternatives for
replacement of the aging Alaskan Way Viaduct: a cut and cover tunnel or rebuilding the viaduct as a larger, more
obtrusive version of itself. The first would have destroyed the historic piers along Seattle’s Central Waterfront;
the second would have perpetuated an historic land use tragedy for decades. Only after citizens insisted that
neither of these alternatives were acceptable, eventually leading to a formal “no–no” vote, did planners seriously
consider other alternatives. This led to a recognition that a third alternative—the deep bore tunnel now open to
traffic—was the preferred alternative. The years of transportation planners insisting that there were only two
alternatives and not looking further delayed the completion of the viaduct replacement for years, and resulted in
tens or hundreds of millions of dollars of wasted design work. With that recent history, transportation planners
are simply not credible if they declare that there is only one alternative that is viable and can be considered.
Under the best of circumstances, the West Seattle/Ballard Link project will be a massive project with massive
impacts on the communities it affects.2 HSD is concerned about the effects of any alternative—both during
construction and in the long-term—on the many minority, linguistically-isolated, low-income, homeless, and
elderly community members in Pioneer Square and the Chinatown-International District. Because the West
Seattle/Ballard Link project will have substantial and lasting impacts on Pioneer Square and the ChinatownInternational District and there is not yet enough information to understand and compare the potential impacts
of different construction methods and alignments, we believe it is premature to study only one preferred
alternative in the EIS. Doing so would make the EIS inadequate from its inception.
We also need to emphasize—we are a community organization of primarily volunteers, whereas Sound Transit is
a multi-million-dollar organization staffed with engineers and planners. We expect Sound Transit to use its far
greater resources to actively engage the affected communities as it identifies alternatives, the adverse impacts of
each alternative, and potential mitigation for those impacts. We will be happy to work with Sound Transit to the
extent we can in providing information about our communities and feedback on its work. But we cannot do the
work for Sound Transit.
Based on information available to date, we believe the following options must be studied in the EIS, in addition
to alternatives that Sound Transit might initially prefer:
____________________________
2

Quite apart from the disruption from the current major public and private projects that are affecting Pioneer Square and
Chinatown-International District, the long-term effects of which cannot yet be predicted, Seattle has experience with the
impacts of the construction of the Third Avenue Bus Tunnel in the 1980s. That construction contributed to, if not caused, the
demise of one of Seattle’s three department stores that anchored Seattle’s retail core, Frederick & Nelson, as well as numerous
smaller retailers, and created a dead zone along Third Avenue for more than a decade, eliminating the small retailers that had
created street life and public safety, and replacing that formerly healthy urban ecosystem with some of the highest crime areas
of downtown Seattle. The potential adverse impacts of construction of the West Seattle/Ballard Link must be analyzed based
on Seattle’s actual experience with similar projects.
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Sound Transit must study a Fourth Avenue alignment in the EIS. Sounder, Amtrak, Streetcar, and existing
light rail service converge at Fourth Avenue and S. Jackson Street. Because of this, HSD believes the
Fourth Avenue alignment appears to be better positioned to meet our objectives of improving
connectivity between the Pioneer Square and Chinatown-International District neighborhoods, and
better connecting both to the region as a whole, by leveraging the opportunities that come with serving
as a regional transportation hub.3
As there is not yet enough detail to compare the impacts of construction methods, Sound Transit must
study the following options for the West Seattle/Ballard Link alignment through the Pioneer Square and
Chinatown-International Districts:
o Cut-and-cover tunnel versus bored tunnel (tunnel construction)
o Cut-and-cover station versus mined station (Chinatown-International District/Pioneer Square station)
We also ask Sound Transit to evaluate multiple construction delivery methods—including new integrated
delivery approaches—in the interest of expediting project delivery and minimizing impacts to the Pioneer
Square and Chinatown-International District.
Considering the best information currently available, HSD and the stakeholder signatories below are not
able to support a Fifth Avenue alignment as the preferred alternative. Based on the information provided
to date, we have serious concerns about the potential construction impacts of the Fifth Avenue
alignment. As with each alternative, we have questions about the number of businesses and residents
who would be displaced during construction and the potential impacts of construction on community
members’ access to health and human services, community resources, and small and minority-owned
businesses. We also have questions about whether there is any mitigation that would be effective in
meaningfully addressing these impacts. Until those questions are addressed, and the impacts of the
alternatives are compared, it is premature to identify the Fifth Avenue alignment as being “preferred.”
Finally, there is a question of whether the “ST3 Representative Alignment” is a reasonable alternative
that must be studied in the EIS. According to Sound Transit’s Level 3 Alternative screening process, the
ST Representative Alignment does not perform well against the level 3 screening criteria. While we have
not encountered much public support for this alternative, we encourage Sound Transit to study all
reasonable alternatives for this project. If Sound Transit chooses not to study the ST3 Representative
Alignment in the EIS, it may be better to study another reasonable alternative yet to be determined.

SCOPE OF THE EIS
HSD requests the EIS include the following analyses:
Acquisitions, Displacements, and Relocations
According to the 2035 Seattle Growth and Equity report, the Chinatown-International District is at high risk
for displacement of low-income, minority and vulnerable populations
____________________________
3

The Jackson Hub Project Concept Report, currently in draft form but due to be finalized in early spring 2019, articulates
these objectives. Attachment A includes a link to this and other land use studies and plans.
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(https://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/OPCD/OngoingInitiatives/SeattlesComprehensivePlan/FinalGr
owthandEquityAnalysis.pdf). The West Seattle/Ballard Link project could accelerate the rate of displacement
during and after construction of the project. The EIS must analyze the impact of the Project on the displacement of
low-income, minority and vulnerable populations during construction and in once the project is in operation, and
identify mitigation for that impact. If in 2052—a decade after the design date of 2042—West Seattle and Ballard
residents are enjoying routine and efficient light rail service to downtown but low-income, immigrant residents of
Chinatown-International District cannot afford to shop or find access to needed services in their neighborhood and
small, family-owned businesses have been forced out of a gentrifying community, the Project cannot be labeled a
success.

Construction Impacts
Some public construction projects are simply one of the hassles of living in a progressive community that must be
endured. But projects such as the West Seattle/Ballard Link are so fundamentally different in scale as to be
different in kind. Significant impacts on Pioneer Square and the Chinatown-International District from the West
Seattle/Ballard Link project are likely to arise from the construction process, and those impacts and potential
mitigation require in-depth study. The impacts from construction on transportation, parking, noise, vibration,
access to public and health services, and public safety can literally be matters of life and death for residents and
businesses during construction. Adequate mitigation of construction impacts is also essential, and to be adequate,
the EIS must identify the specifics of mitigation to be provided and the systems that will be put in place to monitor
the effectiveness of the mitigation as construction proceeds. Sound Transit will need to provide adjustments if
monitoring shows particular mitigation to be inadequate or ineffective. There are several neighborhoods in Seattle
(The Historic Waterfront, Pioneer Square, and Pike Place Market, to name a few) who have recent experience with
the highly disruptive Alaskan Way Viaduct and Elliott Bay Seawall Replacement Projects, the First Hill Streetcar
construction, and the replacement of the First Avenue water main, where it was demonstrated that with adequate
mitigation, construction impacts may not be fatal to the vibrant street experience that is the foundation for our
neighborhoods’ success. One specific example was the funding of parking assistance, including reduced-cost short
term parking in area garages and programs to inform visitors where parking is available, commitments (which must
be kept) to cease construction during critical visitor periods, and funding of community information personnel, so
that there is a direct line of communication between the project and the community and so that businesses and
residents get as much warning of disruption as possible and know how to communicate back to the project
management. If at the completion of the West Seattle/Ballard Link, residents of West Seattle and Ballard have
effective public transit to downtown but Seattle’s Historic South Downtown is marked by “Space Available” signs in
most windows, vacant housing units, and its most vulnerable populations have been forced out, the Project cannot
be labeled a success.
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It is also critical that the EIS consider the cumulative construction impacts of other public projects that take
place before, during, or after the West Seattle/Ballard Link. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The 4th Avenue Viaduct replacement, which SDOT has indicated will need to be replaced in the
foreseeable future
Alaskan Way viaduct replacement
Elliott Bay seawall replacement
Waterfront Seattle program
Washington State Ferry Terminal expansion
Seattle Streetcar construction
Convention Center expansion
Rebuilding of I-5 (which divides Chinatown and Japantown from Little Saigon)
Nearly any upgrade to the City’s water, sewer and electric infrastructure (Chinatown-International
District and Pioneer Square are situated along Seattle’s urban “waistline”—where the land narrows
between Lake Washington and Elliot Bay – so the infrastructure runs through our area)
Development of a new Cruise Ship terminal by the Port of Seattle

Piling one disruptive mega project onto another project magnifies the impact of all of them. Cumulative
impacts in south downtown bear serious consequences that must be thoroughly evaluated. The EIS must
identify such cumulative projects and identify mitigation that is equal to the cumulative impact.

Land Use
Pioneer Square and Chinatown-International District seek to advance two potentially competing objectives:
promote and enhance transit-oriented development and minimize displacement of the kinds of small businesses
affordable housing that exist in the neighborhoods today. As a potential major disruptive force in our community,
the EIS should discuss how the Project’s construction and operational impacts will affect each of these objectives
and should identify mitigation of any adverse impacts.
Pioneer Square and the Chinatown-International District have undertaken a number of land use studies and
planning exercises to clarify our priorities and guide future community development. Attachment A includes links
to all of these studies and plans. Key land use policies that the West Seattle/Ballard Link project will most likely
impact, and which need to be addressed in the EIS are:
•

The Chinatown-International District has the highest public transit ridership of any Seattle neighborhood.
Creating and enhancing a vibrant pedestrian environment, public gathering spaces, and transportation
connectivity between Union Station and King Street Station are stated priorities for our communities (see
the draft Jackson Hub Concept Design Report, http://allianceforpioneersquare.org/what-we-do/publicrealm/parksgatewaysproject/). Any option for the West Seattle/Ballard Link alignment through the
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Chinatown-International District must address this priority, incorporate elements of successful transit hub
models, and avoid the mistakes of unsuccessful or struggling transit hubs. The EIS should specifically
discuss mistakes that have been made with respect to the street environment associated with the Third
Avenue bus tunnel and explain how such mistakes will be avoided here.
Transit-oriented development that provides affordable small-business spaces, affordable housing, and
sustains businesses that meet the needs of a lower-income, immigrant community—including
opportunities in and around Union Station—are another stated priority for our communities (see draft
Jackson Hub plan, supra). At recent public workshops held on July 31, 2018 and March 13, 2019,
neighborhood residents and representatives specifically expressed a desire to study options that would
revitalize Union Station as a transit station. As such, any option for the West Seattle/Ballard Link alignment
should enhance, rather than preclude opportunities for transit-oriented development in Pioneer Square
and the Chinatown-International District.

In addition, the land use plans and policies support the following goals and objectives, which the EIS must disclose
any positive or negative impact on:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Support the emergence of a significant residential community in Pioneer Square and ChinatownInternational District, particularly for market-rate and affordable workforce housing. (South Downtown
Executive Recommendations)
Encourage employment density near the South Downtown transit hub, where King Street Station and
Union Station are located. (South Downtown Executive Recommendations, Jackson Hub Project
Concept Report)
Maximize the benefit of activities related to the presence of the Office of Arts and Culture and the
Office of Economic Development on the plaza level of the future King Street Station. (South Jackson
Street Connections Final Report)
Enhance public safety and opportunities for social connections, accessibility, and physical activity with
environmental design improvements, including street and sidewalk improvements that are healthful,
biophilic, and regenerative. (Seattle Chinatown-International District 2020 Healthy Community Action
Plan)
Pioneer Square and the Chinatown-International District are historic and iconic neighborhoods worthy
of preservation. West Seattle/Ballard Link design elements should comply with existing neighborhood
plans, policies, and guidelines developed to protect the history and culture of these neighborhoods.
The Chinatown-International District is home to the largest population of elderly and non-English
speaking residents in Seattle. The West Seattle/Ballard Link project should include context-sensitive
design elements that address neighborhood demographic characteristics.

The Seattle 2035 Comprehensive Plan establishes the following “quality of life” objectives of particular importance
to Pioneer Square and Chinatown-International District, which the EIS should recognize and for which it should
identify any adverse impacts and potential mitigation:
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Preserve and enhance important public views within the Chinatown-International District and Pioneer
Square neighborhoods.
Establish more high-quality pedestrian-oriented street environments in the project area.
Reinforce the vitality and special character of the Pioneer Square and Chinatown-International
District’s many parts.
Preserve important historic buildings to provide a tangible link to the past.
Ensure and enhance light and air at street-level and in public parks.
Enhance the relationship of Downtown to its spectacular setting of water, hills, and mountains.
Create new parks and open spaces at strategic locations.
Adequately mitigate impacts of potential redevelopment on the quality of the physical environment.

The project purpose and need statement includes the following purpose: “Encourage equitable and sustainable
urban growth in station areas through support of transit-oriented development and multimodal integration in a
manner that is consistent with local land use plans and policies…” We request that Sound Transit work
collaboratively with City of Seattle to ensure that the design of station elements and the surrounding public realm
will support current and future land use plans and policies that promote neighborhood preservation and
development. We also request that Sound Transit include members of the public in those conversations, to ensure
that community interests are represented in the agency conversations to shape the look and feel and future use in
our neighborhoods.

Social and Environmental Justice
The nature of the vulnerable populations within Pioneer Square and Chinatown-International District are an
essential part of the nature of the affected environment. The EIS should provide the analysis of social and
environmental justice impact necessary for federal funding review.
The EIS will need to evaluate the impacts of construction and operation of all project alternatives on social
resources in Pioneer Square and the Chinatown-International District. These social resources include: community
cohesion, access to community services and resources, and access to community gathering places. The EIS will
need to evaluate the impacts of project alternatives on special populations in our neighborhoods, including
linguistically-isolated households and seniors. The EIS will also need to evaluate the impacts of project alternatives
on environmental justice populations, including resources and institutions of particular importance to our
neighborhoods’ minority, low-income, and homeless community members. Finally, the EIS will need to make a
determination of whether project alternatives have a disproportionately high and adverse impact on
environmental justice populations.
In light of the existing health-related challenges our community members face, and recognizing that the substantial
scope and scale of this project and related construction impacts, HSD requests that Sound Transit conduct a Health
Impact Assessment to determine the potential effects of project alternatives on the health of populations
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in Pioneer Square and the Chinatown-International District, especially vulnerable populations (low-income,
homeless, senior, and minority community members). HSD and our partners encourage Sound Transit to use a
broad definition of health to include pollution (air, water, vibration, and noise), physical activity, accidents and
collisions, social resources, and economics, and identify opportunities to enhance health benefits while minimizing
negative health outcomes.
Finally, the West Seattle/Ballard Link project will affect the economic environment in the Chinatown-International
District and Pioneer Square neighborhoods. (Note that we disagree with Sound Transit and the City of Seattle’s
decision not to include Pioneer Square in its Race and Equity Toolkit evaluation of Level 1 and Level 2 alternatives,
given the neighborhood’s substantial homeless population.) We urge Sound Transit to apply a racial equity lens to
the analysis of the project’s likely economic impacts for both neighborhoods. We ask Sound Transit to place
particular emphasis on evaluating and mitigating for the potential adverse effects of construction and operation on
existing and future small and minority-owned businesses, many of which have provided a way for immigrant
families to establish their economic sustainability.

Public Services and Utilities
Access to public services and first responders such as police, fire, medical emergency care, transit, schools, and
human services is essential, especially given the number of homeless and elderly people living in these
neighborhoods. These include human services located in Pioneer Square and the Chinatown-International
District—including (but not limited to) International Community Health Services (ICHS), the Chief Seattle Club,
Seattle’s Union Gospel Mission Men’s Shelter, Downtown Emergency Services Center, Compass Housing Alliance,
Chinese Information and Service Center—and those located outside of these neighborhoods that serve residents of
these communities, including (but not limited to) Lowell and Bailey Gatzert Elementary Schools, Meany Middle
School, and Garfield High School.
Disruption to utility services such as water, sewer, and electricity adversely impacts all residents, but especially
low-income and vulnerable populations who many not have alternative places to stay during service disruptions.
The EIS will need to evaluate the impacts of construction and operation of all project alternatives on access to
public services and local utilities, identify potential disruptions, and mitigate for these disruptions.

Public Safety and Security
Public safety is a serious concern for our community members. According to a 2017 survey of residents and
businesses in the Chinatown-International District, nearly 40 percent of respondents reported feeling the
Chinatown-International District is not a safe place to live and/or work. (Seattle Chinatown International District
Preservation and Development Authority and Interim Community Development Association, http://ideaspace.info/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/CID-Survey-Report-061117-002.pdf).
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There has been an enduring commitment by community organizations, business owners, and residents in both
neighborhoods to improve public safety. For example, in 2015-16, a Task Force of twenty individuals representing
Chinatown-International District resident advocates, businesses, property owners, and community development,
service, and cultural organizations plus representatives from the Mayor’s Office and Seattle Police Department
developed recommendations to help the City of Seattle address public safety and other “entrenched issues that
have plagued the neighborhood for several decades.” Subsequently, the Task Force reconvened as a Public Safety
Council to hold the City and community accountable for implementing recommendations emerging from the Task
Force.
Unfortunately, despite our hard work and steadfastness, criminal activity persists in our communities. According to
data provided by the Seattle Police Department and the Washington Office of Financial Management, the
Chinatown-International District ranks third and Pioneer Square ranks fourth out of 57 neighborhoods in Seattle
for highest crime rates. (Seattle Police Department and Washington Office of Financial Management,
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/data/crime-rates-down-in-most-seattle-neighborhoods-but-theres-abig-divide-between-north-and-south/).
The EIS needs to evaluate how construction and operation of each alternative would impact public safety and
security in Pioneer Square and the Chinatown-International District. Substantial disruption from construction
associated with the West Seattle/Ballard project could threaten our hard work to improve public safety.
Considerations such as lighting and visibility, access for first responders, and minimizing unsecured construction
areas are essential to ensuring the Project does not exacerbate our communities existing challenges with public
safety and security.

Noise and Vibration
The Chinatown-International District and Pioneer Square neighborhoods include important cultural resources
vulnerable to increases in noise and vibration. The Wing Luke Museum, for example, has art, artifacts, and
installations that are sensitive to vibrations, and whose building has suffered from structural and other
deterioration from transportation and utility projects like the streetcar.
In addition, there are nearly 170 unreinforced masonry buildings in Pioneer Square and the ChinatownInternational District, according to the most recent documentation by the Seattle Department of Construction and
Inspections
(http://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/SDCI/Codes/ChangesToCodes/UnreinforcedMasonry/Confirme
dURMList.pdf). Unreinforced masonry buildings are more vulnerable to damage from construction-related
vibration than other buildings.
We request that Sound Transit explicitly include what we have learned about vibration effects during other area
projects to date, and study the effects of construction and operational noise and vibration to these resources and
other project area buildings.
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Geology and Soils
As we have learned with other area projects (downtown bus tunnel, new SR 99 tunnel, ongoing and burdensome
utility work throughout the neighborhoods), the West Seattle/Ballard Link project tunnel and station alternatives in
the Chinatown-International District and Pioneer Square neighborhoods would have substantial effects on geology
and soils resources within the neighborhoods. Tunnel boring options could have significant effects on soil stability
in the project area, and could result in damage to historic resources as well as new investments in and around the
project area. We request a thorough investigation of impacts on geology and soils resources to better assess the
hazards and effects on neighborhood landscape, buildings, and potential future impacts to seismic stability in and
around the project area.

Historic and Archeological Resources (related to Section 106)
As described in the Jackson Hub Project Concept report, Seattle’s iconic transportation landmarks Union Station
(1910) and King Street Station (1906) define a still active transportation hub at the south end of downtown. These
stations fall within the Pioneer Square Historic District and Chinatown-International Historic District and will be
directly affected by the West Seattle/Ballard project. Construction of the Project may also affect numerous other
landmark buildings within the two historic districts, as well as affecting the human scale and economic viability of
the districts, which is essential to maintaining their historic character. The EIS must provide a full accounting of the
historic and archeologic resources in both historic districts, study the effects of the project on each of these
resources and districts, and make a determination about adverse effects to the resources. For adverse effects
identified, the EIS must disclose potential mitigation opportunities to offset those effects.
It is a clear goal of both neighborhoods to maintain vibrant, living communities within each district. Given the
fragile nature of the cultural threads that serve as the underpinning to the historic resources in the ChinatownInternational District, the EIS should seek to disclose mitigation for impacts that do not render preservation efforts
that result in a “museum of what was” in the neighborhood. Historic markers are not sufficient mitigation.
Mitigation identified for the West Seattle/Ballard Link project should reinforce and provide investments toward the
cultural elements within the neighborhood that support the overall historic character and integrity.
The West Seattle/Ballard Link Extension project will require compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act. We request that Historic South Downtown be a consulting party to the Section 106 process.

Parks and Recreational Resources
Community gathering spaces are an important part of the Chinatown-International District and Pioneer Square
community fabric. Hing Hay Park is located one block east of the Fifth Avenue alternative alignment, and would be
subject to serious disruption during construction of the project. The Donnie Chin International Children’s Park is
two blocks farther away. The EIS must do a thorough review of the parks, recreational resources, and other public
spaces in the Chinatown-International District and Pioneer Square neighborhoods, and study the construction and
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operational impacts to these resources. Where impacts are unavoidable, the EIS should disclose possible mitigation
opportunities that seek to enhance existing and create new public gathering spaces directly in the neighborhood,
and potentially within the project footprint.

Transportation
Transportation and parking impacts are one of the most obvious significant adverse impact of the construction
process and must be fully analyzed in the EIS. But the EIS should also address the transportation impacts of the
completed design. Will it be harder or easier for people coming from Ballard or West Seattle to get to Pioneer
Square or Chinatown-International District if the new tunnel has only a station on Madison Street? How will
people with mobility impairments be affected? What will the impact be on bus traffic, transit routes, and stops
through the neighborhoods? What will the impact on scarce parking be, and how will those impacts affect local
small businesses and their access to customers and deliveries?
We have heard throughout the screening process that any alternative will displace buses from the E3 busway
through SODO. We request a thorough analysis of where those buses would be routed during construction and
once the project is complete. Pioneer Square is currently experiencing the effects of increased bus traffic through
the neighborhood along First Avenue due to Viaduct demolition, and through Waterfront construction, and is
experiencing the dramatic effects that bus volumes have on the integrity of the public realm (eroded pedestrian
environment), as well as wear and tear and direct damage to underground resources such as areaways. The EIS
must analyze the effects of bus diversion through the neighborhoods during construction and operation of the
project. It should also disclose the cumulative effects of those diversions before and during the project.
The volume of people moving to and through the neighborhoods will have an indelible effect on the fabric of the
communities, offering both a threat and opportunity. The EIS must include a thorough analysis of the expected
ridership of the West Seattle/Ballard Link project and the total ridership expected to travel to and through the
Historic South Downtown station, including the number of people traveling from the new West Seattle/Ballard link
to other modes of transit in the neighborhoods: bus, existing light rail, Sounder, Amtrak, Streetcar, ferries. The EIS
should provide models of anticipated transit rider movements through the neighborhoods and be explicit about
the assumptions used to build those models. HSD requests that Sound Transit engage the community about the
assumptions they will use to build their transportation models and provide opportunity for the public to inform the
analysis.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
We appreciate the effort Sound Transit has made to engage key stakeholders and members of the public in prescoping and alternatives analysis. One ongoing concern is that some residents and businesses in Pioneer Square
and Chinatown-International District have not yet had a meaningful opportunity to engage. Language and other
barriers—including discomfort engaging with government because of the current political climate and/or
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trauma associated with engaging with government in their countries of origin—create challenges to engaging our
community members with traditional public outreach methods. However, these challenges are not
insurmountable.
We urge Sound Transit to recognize that overcoming these barriers takes time and resources. It means meeting
our community members where they are, instead of expecting them to come to us, or to you. We respectfully
request that Sound Transit employ tactics that work for our community members, including:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Review all printed and online materials to ensure they provide a basic project overview and avoid jargon so
that newcomers to the project can understand.
Continue and expand Sound Transit participation in existing community meetings by asking to send project
representatives to the “CID Forum”—a monthly community meeting on neighborhood issues and concerns
run by InterimCID, scheduled meetings of the Pioneer Square Resident’s Council, and other community
meetings.
Continue and expand participation in community events, such as the Night Market run by the ChinatownInternational District Business Improvement Area and the Lunar New year celebration.
Hold outreach events outside Union Station during rush hour.
Staff at table at Hing Hay Park and Uwajimaya.
Ask family association boards to share project information with members. (A family association is an
organization formed by people who share a common ancestor or surname. In the Chinatown-International
District, there are multiple family associations, including the Luke and Gee How Oak Tin Family
Associations.)
Attend community organization board meetings, particularly in Pioneer Square (the Downtown Emergency
Services Center, Chief Seattle Club, Seattle Indian Health Board, Navigation Center, Friends of Little Saigon,
etc.)
Place translated outreach materials inside resident buildings.
Offer multiple engagement opportunities including more online information for those who can’t attend
meetings.
Place material on the trains coming into and out of the International District Station, King Street Station,
and on buses and bus stops that pass through the area.

Finally, we request that Sound Transit create opportunities for the Chinatown-International District and Pioneer
Square neighborhoods to inform design prior to draft EIS publication. Continuing and expanding outreach efforts
during the development of the draft EIS will improve the likelihood of bringing the residents, businesses, and other
community members along in the process. We believe this will help the project stay on schedule and deliver value
and opportunity for all transit users and community members in 2035 and 2135.
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Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the scope of the EIS. Historic South Downtown looks
forward to continuing to develop a collaborative working relationship with Sound Transit to shape the West
Seattle/Ballard Link project.
Sincerely,
Barry Blanton, Blanton Turner
Teresita Batayola, International Community Health Services
Lisa Howard, Alliance for Pioneer Square
Kathleen Barry Johnson, Historic South Downtown
Denise Moriguchi, Uwajimaya
Tomio Moriguchi
Savitha Pathi, SAG member, Trustee, Wing Luke Museum of the Asian Pacific American Experience
Beth Takekawa, Wing Luke Museum of the Asian Pacific American Experience
Maiko Winkler-Chin, SCIDpda
Larry Yok, Trustee, Wing Luke Museum of the Asian Pacific American Experience
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Attachment A
The Pioneer Square and Chinatown-International District neighborhoods have engaged in multiple studies and
community planning processes to define our priorities. The following are links to these studies and plans.
Neighborhood, municipal, and regional plans:
Pioneer Square Streetscape Concept Plans
Pioneer Square Parks and Gateways Project
Pioneer Square 2020 Neighborhood Plan and Updates
Pioneer Square Active Streets Strategy Report
1998 Pioneer Square Neighborhood Plan
CID Public Safety Task Force Recommendations
2008 Economic Development Study (CID OED)
King Street Station Multimodal Hub Health Impact Assessment (2011)
Jackson Hub Project Concept Report
King Street Station/Union Station Square Concept Plan
Imagine Greater Downtown Big Ideas
Seattle Chinatown-International District 2020 Healthy Community Action Plan
Measuring Neighborhood Air Pollution (nearby study)
South Jackson Street Connections Final Report (2016)
Livable South Downtown Overview (2009)
Livable South Downtown Planning Study Executive Recommendations (2009)
Livable South Downtown Background Report (2006)
2017 Parks and Open Space Plan (Seattle Parks and Recreation)
Seattle 2035 Growth and Equity (Seattle OPCD, 2016)
Stadium District Concept Plan (2012)
Seattle 2035 Comprehensive Plan (2015-2035)
Where appropriate, HSD requests Sound Transit adhere to the following neighborhood-specific design guidelines
when developing the alternatives for the WSBLE project:
International Special Review District Design Guidelines (DON)
Pioneer Square Prism Glass Design Manual
Pioneer Square Preservation District Guidelines

The Magnolia Community Council’s comments on the EIS Scoping for the Ballard to
Downtown corridor of Link Light Rail Extension follow:
Specific Routing topics of study:
• Study the Level 3 “Brown Line” from the tunnel portal west of Elliott Avenue to a
surface station at Galer Street, continuing the “Brown Line” on the surface to
the south end of the Interbay Athletic Complex Ballfields and then following the
Level 3 “Blue Line” from the Interbay Athletic Complex Ballfields on the surface
under Dravus Street to a surface station in Interbay located at Dravus Street
west of 17th Ave W, from there continue into a tunnel under 14th Ave W to an
underground station located at least as far west as 15th Ave NW and Market
Street in Ballard.
• Also study an underground station further west at 17th Ave NW and Market
Street in Ballard.
Transit Ridership topics of study:
• Maximize reliability of future transit commutes:
o Do not allow low and lower reliability features subject to failure during the
useful life of the project, especially drawbridges.
• Minimize future transit-rider commute times:
o Consider total future transit rider commute times with respect to the
following negative impacts: drawbridge failures, and transfer penalties
associated with bus-rail integration including: minimizing bus turning
movement requirements to drop off passengers at the Interbay Station,
bus platform locations nearest to station entrances, and rail platform
locations to reduce transit rider transfer walk time.
Environmental topics of study:
• Acquisitions, Displacements and Relocations
o Consider maritime displacements in Salmon Bay and the operations of
extremely hard to relocate maritime industry in Salmon Bay.
• Economics
o Consider the long-term negative economic impacts of both increased
operating expenses to maintain and negative effects on surrounding
commerce of drawbridge failures, similar to the Ballard Bridge failures
we currently experience.
o Consider permanent negative economic impact of Representative
Alignment vis-à-vis freight, maritime vessel, vehicle, and transit
movement through Interbay, specifically on Elliott and 15th Avenues and
at Fisherman’s Terminal.
o Consider significant negative economic impact of construction of
Representative Alignment vis-à-vis freight, maritime vessel, vehicle, and
transit movement through Interbay, specifically on Elliott and 15th
Avenues and at Fisherman’s Terminal and Salmon Bay.

o Consider the positive economic effects of increased access associated

with future expansion per the Sound Transit Long Range Plan to both
the north and east from a Ballard Station location
• Environmental Justice
o Consider transit users from Interbay and east Magnolia who are living in
naturally affordable housing as transit users who may otherwise have to
drive to work or school.
• Land Use
o Consider current land use in Ballard and total activity in Ballard Urban
Village. Consider how to locate the Ballard Station as close as possible
to those residential units and commercial activity locations while
minimizing other impacts.
o Consider TOD potential in Interbay, including: East Magnolia and West
Queen Anne.
o Measure walk-, bicycle- and transit-shed in detail using actual sidewalk
infrastructure, planned bicycle infrastructure, and Long Range Plan for
King County Metro Transit including potential bus circulator connections
for central and west Magnolia and Seattle Pacific University. Please do
not use crow flight radiuses to measure walk-shed, please include slope
steepness and total travel time in walk-shed analysis.
o Please include all 2040 Metro Connects Long Range Plan Magnolia bus
routes as potential ridership boosting connections to land use in
Magnolia.
o Consider the future redevelopment and potential increased population and
ridership from the Interbay National Guard Armory site.
o Consider the Port of Seattle’s planned industrial land use development on
the north and east sides of the Port’s Terminal 91 complex.
• Noise and Vibration
o Consider the current noise and vibration of the BNSF freight yard and the
relatively lower impact of locating the light rail infrastructure near that rail
yard.
• Parks and Recreational Resources
o Consider how to integrate the Interbay park facilities in future plans
o Consider how to minimize impacts to Interbay P-Patch facilities
• Public Services, Safety and Security
o Consider how to reinforce the Dravus Street overpass of BNSF,
specifically for non-motorized and transit and emergency vehicle access
to serve emergency access point needs to the Magnolia neighborhood.
o We recently saw mobility reduced due to snow. We expect mobility to be
reduced in the event of the Magnolia Bridge failing. Light rail is likely to
operate normal regular service. Please consider the Interbay station
location and station access (from Magnolia across the BNSF railroad)
improvements as vital safety improvements for the neighborhood.
• Transportation (traffic, freight, navigation, transit, non-motorized)

o Please consider the negative impact both permanently and especially

during construction of the Representative Alignment on all vehicle and
vessel movement in Interbay and Salmon Bay.
o Please consider how to locate the Interbay Station closer to Dravus Street
for better bus-rail transit integration to reduce commute times for future
transit riders.
o Please consider how best to integrate Magnolia and Seattle Pacific
University bus routes in King County Metro Connects 2040 Long Range
Plan with the Interbay light rail station.
o Utilize current and improve existing pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure
connections to Smith Cove and Interbay station locations.
o Study additional walking, bicycle, and bus transit connections between
Interbay and Seattle Pacific University and their positive impacts.
o Ensure design of Link Extension integrates with current Magnolia Bridge
and future Magnolia Bridge Replacement.
o Consider the future redevelopment and potential increased population and
ridership from the Interbay National Guard Armory site: consider added
walking and micro-mobility connections between Smith Cove and
Interbay stations that would allow access to Armory site and Whole
Foods.
• Visual and Aesthetics
o Consider the current aesthetics of the BNSF freight yard and the relatively
lower impact of locating the light rail infrastructure near that rail yard.
• Water Resources
o Consider the impacts of construction of above ground Ship Canal
crossings on salmon habitat and migration in Salmon Bay.
On behalf of the Magnolia Community Council, thank you for all your work to expand
our regional high capacity, rapid transit system.
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Hello,
Below, please see the Northwest Seattle Coalition's comments regarding the West Seattle and Ballard Link
Extensions EIS scoping period, specifically regarding Sound Transit 3 Link Light Rail Extension Ballard to
Downtown corridor.
The Northwest Seattle Coalition formed in early 2016 and is composed of business, industry and
neighborhood organizations from Seattle's neighborhoods, generally located within King County Council
District 4.
Our comments on the EIS Scoping for the Ballard to Downtown corridor of Link Light Rail Extension
follow:
Specific
Routing topics of study:
Study the Level 3 “Brown Line” from the tunnel portal west of Elliot
Avenue to a surface station at Galer Street, continuing the “Brown Line” on the surface to the
south end of the Interbay Athletic Complex Ballfields and then following the Level 3 “Blue Line”
from the Interbay Athletic Complex Ballfields on the surface under
Dravus Street to a surface station in Interbay located at Dravus Street west of 17th Ave W, from
there continue into a tunnel under 14th Ave W to an underground station located at least as far
west as 15th Ave NW and Market Street in Ballard.
Also study an underground station further west at 17th Ave NW and
Market Street in Ballard.

https://outlook.office.com/owa/wsbscopingcomments@soundtransit.org/projection.aspx
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Maximize reliability of future transit commutes:
Do not allow
low and lower reliability features subject to failure during the useful life of the project,
especially drawbridges.
Minimize future transit-rider commute times:
Consider total future transit rider commute times with respect
to the following negative impacts: drawbridge failures, and transfer penalties associated with
bus-rail integration including: minimizing bus turning movement requirements to drop off
passengers at the Interbay Station, bus platform locations nearest to station
entrances, and rail platform locations to reduce transit rider transfer walk time.

Environmental
topics of study:
Acquisitions, Displacements and Relocations
Consider maritime displacements in Salmon Bay and the operations
of extremely hard to relocate maritime industry in Salmon Bay.
Economics
Consider the long-term negative economic impacts of both increased
operating expenses to maintain and negative effects on surrounding commerce of
drawbridge failures, similar to the Ballard Bridge failures we currently experience.
Consider permanent negative economic impact of Representative Alignment
vis-à-vis freight, maritime vessel, vehicle, and transit movement through Interbay, specifically
on Elliot and 15th
Avenues and at Fisherman’s Terminal.
Consider significant negative economic impact of construction of
Representative Alignment vis-à-vis freight, maritime vessel, vehicle, and transit movement
through Interbay, specifically on Elliot and 15th
Avenues and at Fisherman’s Terminal and Salmon Bay.
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Environmental Justice
Consider transit users from Interbay and east Magnolia who are
living in naturally affordable housing as transit users who may otherwise have to drive to
work or school.
Land Use
Consider current land use in Ballard and total activity in Ballard
Urban Village. Consider how to locate the Ballard Station as close as possible to those
residential units and commercial activity locations while minimizing other impacts.
Consider TOD potential in Interbay, including: East Magnolia and
West Queen Anne.
Measure walk-, bicycle- and transit-shed in detail using actual
sidewalk infrastructure, planned bicycle infrastructure, and Long Range Plan for King County
Metro Transit including potential bus circulator connections for central and west Magnolia and
Seattle Pacific University. Please do not use crow flight radiuses to
measure walk-shed, please include slope steepness and total travel time in walk-shed
analysis.
Please include all 2040 Metro Connects Long Range Plan Magnolia
bus routes as potential ridership boosting connections to land use in Magnolia.
Consider the future redevelopment and potential increased population
and ridership from the Interbay National Guard Armory site.
Consider the Port of Seattle’s planned industrial land use development
on the north and east sides of the Port’s Terminal 91 complex.
Noise and Vibration
Consider the current noise and vibration of the BNSF freight yard
and the relatively lower impact of locating the light rail infrastructure near that rail yard.
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Consider how to integrate the Interbay park facilities in future
plans
Consider how to minimize impacts to Interbay P-Patch facilities
Public Services, Safety and Security
Consider how to reinforce the Dravus Street overpass of BNSF, specifically
for non-motorized and transit and emergency vehicle access to serve emergency access
point needs to the Magnolia neighborhood.
We recently saw mobility reduced due to snow. We expect mobility
to be reduced in the event of the Magnolia Bridge failing. Light rail is likely to operate normal
regular service. Please consider the Interbay station location and station access (from
Magnolia across the BNSF railroad) improvements as vital safety improvements
for the neighborhood.
Transportation (traffic, freight, navigation, transit, non-motorized)
Please consider the negative impact both permanently and especially
during construction of the Representative Alignment on all vehicle and vessel movement in
Interbay and Salmon Bay.
Please consider how to locate the Interbay Station closer to Dravus
Street for better bus-rail transit integration to reduce commute times for future transit riders.
Please consider how best to integrate Magnolia and Seattle Pacific
University bus routes in King County Metro Connects 2040 Long Range Plan with the
Interbay light rail station.
Utilize current and improve existing pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure
connections to Smith Cove and Interbay station locations.
Study additional walking, bicycle, and bus transit connections
between Interbay and Seattle Pacific University and their positive impacts.
Ensure design of Link Extension integrates with current Magnolia
Bridge and future Magnolia Bridge Replacement.
https://outlook.office.com/owa/wsbscopingcomments@soundtransit.org/projection.aspx
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Consider the future redevelopment and potential increased population
and ridership from the Interbay National Guard Armory site: consider added walking and
micro-mobility connections between Smith Cove and Interbay stations that would allow
access to Armory site and Whole Foods.
Visual and Aesthetics
Consider the current aesthetics of the BNSF freight yard and the
relatively lower impact of locating the light rail infrastructure near that rail yard.
Water Resources
Consider the impacts of construction of above ground Ship Canal
crossings on salmon habitat and migration in Salmon Bay.

On behalf of the Northwest Seattle Coalition, thank you for all your work to expand our regional high
capacity, rapid transit system,
Ben Broesamle
Coordinator
Northwest Seattle Coalition
The Northwest Seattle Coalition consists of the following organizations:
The Ballard Alliance as its predecessor organizations: the Ballard Chamber of Commerce and the Ballard
Partnership for Smart Growth
Central Ballard Resident’s Association
The Coalition of Magnolia, Queen Anne, & Interbay
Crown Hill Neighborhood Association
Interbay Neighborhood Association
Magnolia Chamber of Commerce
Magnolia Community Council
The Magnolia Trail Community
North Seattle Industrial Association
Queen Anne Chamber of Commerce
Queen Anne Community Council
Uptown Alliance
West Woodland Neighborhood Association
Whittier Heights Community Council
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April 1, 2019
Submitted via email to: WSBscopingcomments@soundtransit.org
West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions, c/o Lauren Swift
Sound Transit
401 S. Jackson St.
Seattle, WA 98104
Re: Scope of the EIS for West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Project
Dear Ms. Swift:
The Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation and Development Authority
(SCIDpda) appreciate the opportunity to submit input on the scope of the
environmental impact study for the West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions project.
SCIDpda was created by the City of Seattle and the community in 1975 to work for the
conservation and renewal of the unique cultural and ethnic integrities characteristic of
the Chinatown-International District.
We were created to promote, assist and encourage the preservation and development
of structures and open spaces in a manner that affords a continuing opportunity for
local business and property owners, residents, community organizations, and visitors
to carry on their traditional, as well as developing, activities. Our job includes
encouraging programs to expand food retailing, especially the sale of ethnic products;
to expand and preserve the residential community, especially for low-income people;
to promote the survival and predominance of small shops, ethnic businesses and other
enterprises, activities and services which are essential to the functioning and vitality of
the Chinatown-International District.
We know our neighborhood well. We understand that our community has various
viewpoints and opinions, and we try to represent the diversity of our stakeholders. We
have staff who have participated in Sound Transit’s Stakeholder Advisory Group
process, as well as other transit planning discussions in the area, and spend time trying
to understand these decisions, but do not claim any expertise in this work.
We see the work that Sound Transit is undertaking as a great opportunity as Union
Station (adjacent to all alternatives) is the confluence of local and regional transit lines.
This Project, rather than only focusing on solving its alignment issue, should take into
consideration the potential for the 4th Ave viaduct upgrade/redevelopment and other
major projects and their impacts on our community as it examines its alternatives.
We believe this is a great opportunity for Sound Transit, City of Seattle and King
County Metro to work together to redevelop the Union Station area to a modern and
effective transportation hub that could serve the region and beyond in the long-term the 100 year vision - as this is a transformative project.
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Alternatives to Study
SCIDpda does not believe that any of the alternatives being discussed at this time are ideal. It’s prudent
for planners, engineers and designers to study best practices at other places and come up with better
alternatives that reduce construction costs and timeline and mitigates displacement risks. We fear
making a decision now that could limit the best option for all of us in the future.
For this reason, we believe all alternatives need to be studied. If Sound Transit can eliminate the
Representative Alignment with no legal risk, it should do so.
We understand Sound Transit is under pressure to deliver ST3 quickly and faster than past light rail
projects, but faster is not always better - and if we are looking at what works best with a long term time
vision in mind, the extra time may lead to the development of an alternative that meets our
community’s expectations. We ask Sound Transit to let the EIS process do what it is meant to do compare alternatives identify impacts, and identify mitigation measures, so that the best alternatives
come forward.
Vulnerable Community
It is clear that Sound Transit is keenly award that our community is low income and a community of
color. What has not been stated often, and needs to be examined in the EIS for alignment impacts on
additional factors that make our neighborhood vulnerable, including:
• High concentration and number of seniors - close to 25% are 65 and older; most are on limited
incomes
• High number of residents who do not speak English at home (over 50%)
• High percentage of residents who immigrated to the US who often do not understand public
processes, or why our projects take as long as they do
Our businesses are also vulnerable. A high number are small family owned operations, with limited
English skills and capital, and are often low income.
Construction Impacts
This neighborhood, because of its location between the central business district and industrial areas, has
endured major construction projects. SCIDpda staff and board have been here during I-5 construction,
the Kingdome, Union Station, and most recently the First Hill Streetcar. We experienced Sound Transit
work in the Rainier Valley. That history causes us to be deeply concerned about construction, its impacts
and potential mitigation, and we request in-depth study with mindful, culturally-competent perspective.
We expect adequate and fair mitigation of construction impacts. The EIS must identify detailed
mitigation, and the systems that will be put in place to monitor the effectiveness of the mitigation as
construction proceeds. Please consider recent experiences of major public projects in Seattle, and
reflect on what worked and did not work in Link Light Rail Rainier Valley experience in the work with
small businesses (both with Sound Transit and the City of Seattle), and City of Seattle’s First Hill
Streetcar. There are other ethnic enclaves that have endured similar projects that can also be used as
“learning opportunities” or “best practices”.
Disruption to utility services such as water, sewer, and electricity adversely impacts all residents, but
especially low-income and vulnerable populations, or for impacted businesses. Careful scheduling,
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timing, coordination, and communication is key to success, as we learned during the First Hill Streetcar
project. The EIS will need to evaluate the impacts of construction and operation of all project
alternatives on utilities, identify potential disruptions, and mitigate for these disruptions.
Keeping our businesses informed of construction impacts months in advance may not be intuitive, but is
important. Some of our neighborhood businesses purchase goods months in advance in order to utilize
shipping, or due to seasonality.
Other construction impacts that need to be included in the EIS:
• How will construction location and type impact our air quality? Our air quality is currently some
of the worst in the Puget Sound Region as determined by the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency.
• How will the different alternatives impact accessibility for those who live, work, shop, and visit
our neighborhood? We request the EIS examine this based on the general public, as well as
those noted above in Vulnerable Community.
• We understand that the staging area is likely to be in the CID historic core, potentially near the
Joe’s Tavern site. What will the different alternatives’ impacts be on the community? Our traffic
in the neighborhood is difficult due to the confluence of our vulnerable community, drivers of
both passenger and commercial vehicles cutting through the neighborhood, cyclists, transit,
etc. What activities are anticipated at the staging area, how will that impact the surrounding
area’s accessibility and transportation flows, air quality, noise and vibration, and other
considerations we have not considered?
Back to Back Projects
For the past 10 years our staff and board have been told that the 4th Avenue viaduct either needs to be
rebuilt or that it is in good shape. To get clarity, we request the EIS examine 4th Avenue’s condition
because the cumulative impacts of ST3 and 4th Avenue rebuilt within close timing would potentially kill
the Chinatown International District. Simply put, is there potential opportunity to resolve both issues
with one project?
Station Area
There has been much community discussion as to what should happen at the station area for economic
development. How will the community benefit from station area development? Who will manage, and
can it be done in a way that complements – versus competes with – surrounding neighborhood
businesses? These questions should be examined in this process.
We are intrigued by a vision of a revitalized Union Station. But, we feel that it order for it to function
well, it would need to have something to draw people into the property, other than just commercial
uses. Making it a functioninig station, forcing peopel to enter it for access, would be an immense
improvement, and a grand entrance into our city. The EIS should identify those key features to making it
function well.
We also request that the station area have a location from which the public can purchase or obtain the
different classifications of ORCA cards (e.g. youth, ORCA Lift, RRFP), and to consistently have education
materials in a variety of languages so new transit users can understand how to use the cards. We hear
that there are concerns amongst immigrant populations about using the ORCA card program as they do
not want to be cited and fined for not having “tapped in” correctly.
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We request that Sound Transit work collaboratively with City of Seattle as it does station area planning we need to ensure that station elements and the surrounding public realm promote neighborhood
preservation and development.
Public Safety and Security
In a diverse community with a variety of opinions – one thing we generally can agree on is that we are
all concerned with public safety. The EIS needs to evaluate how construction and operation of each
alternative would impact public safety and security in Pioneer Square and the Chinatown-International
District. Considerations such as lighting and visibility are essential.
Open Space
The Plaza to the east of Union Station - the area’s above the existing light rail station - is not welcoming,
does not reflect the culture of our communities, and is visually distracting. As part of the EIS and in
discussions of open space, we request how the area is reimagined to become a world-class
transportation hub reflective of our City.
Transportation
We cannot imagine what transportation will be like in the future. What happens with the E3 busway?
What happens when Highway 99 starts tolling? The EIS should articulate its assumptions on
transportation flows, and how the different alternatives impact and address challenges.
We still foresee a need for parking and for access to our community because our area is a regional draw,
and even when Sound Transit is complete, those shoppers into the neighborhood who come from as far
as Bellingham, Olympia and Yakima will still need to drive. As we often say, Grandma can’t get a 50
pound bag of rice home on transit, and Amazon does not deliver her. The question for the EIS is how will
the alignments impact parking, and access to businesses for both customers and business deliveries?
Public Involvement
We appreciate Sound Transit’s efforts to engage our community. And you have to keep trying, it is an
iterative process. The language is hard enough, but it is more than that - it is partly cultural. Some of our
community may never participate as they may not have the time, energy, language, or the
understanding of what is being asked of them – they may have never been asked before, or feel it is not
their role, but you must keep trying.
Doing this work takes time, resources, and consistency. The work gets confusing for the community
because in the community’s mind, the agencies all fall into the bucket of “government”.
We thank you for this opportunity and look forward to working with Sound Transit and other partners in
making this one of the best transit centers in the world. It is one of the biggest in the Western US, and
we have the exciting opportunity and an obligation to make it better for ourselves and for future
generations.
Sincerely,
Jared Jonson, Board of Directors President
Maiko Winkler-Chin, Executive Director

Dear Sound Transit Board and Staff,
As Sound Transit considers the West Seattle and Ballard Link extensions route and station
alternatives, we encourage you to site the South Lake Union station location as close to
the intersection of 9th Ave N and Thomas St as possible.
This location would provide the best
access north-south and east-west for
people walking and biking. Thomas St,
part of the Lake2Bay plan, is envisioned
by the City of Seattle as the only
east-west route for people of all ages
and abilities biking in South Lake Union
and will be the premier east-west
walking and rolling street. 9th Ave N is
planned to be the primary north-south
biking route in South Lake Union,
providing connections within the
neighborhood and beyond to Westlake
and Belltown.
Siting the station close to Thomas St and 9th Ave N will be the most accessible location
for walking and biking in the neighborhood, ensuring a maximal walkshed and bikeshed.
The location is also compatible with transit transfers, being only feet away from the South Lake
Union streetcar stop and rapid ride stops.
Thank you for your consideration,
Sincerely,

Gordon Padelford
Executive Director
Seattle Neighborhood Greenways

Sound Transit
c/o Lauren Swift
401 S. Jackson St.
Seattle, WA 98104

April 1, 2019

Dear Ms. Swift,
The Seattle Streetcar Coalition (www.letsgostreetcar.org) represents a broad partnership of residents,
nonprofits, businesses, arts, healthcare, educational and cultural institutions in neighborhoods spanning
the length of the current line as well as neighborhoods to the north and south. We are committed to
realizing a connected and robust streetcar network in Seattle.
We are strong proponents of multiple transit options as we realize that no single transportation solution
can meet the travel demands of our rapidly growing city. In current planning, the Center City Connector
(C3) Streetcar is the only high-capacity transit coming to Seattle prior to the completion of the West
Seattle to Ballard Link Extensions (WSBLE) project. And come 2035, we are excited for meaningful, multimodal connections for riders.
However, based on your present level of analysis, it appears that there are serious impacts to the Seattle
Streetcar system that threaten its functionality for users during construction and could threaten the
operations of the system as it recovers from ST3-related impacts. It’s important to note that many of the
present streetcar users are members of vulnerable populations along the First Hill line – including
residents of Yesler Terrace, and elderly or low-income residents of Chinatown International District and
Pioneer Square. Additionally, please consider that the First Hill streetcar was built as mitigation for
Sound Transit failing to deliver a First Hill light rail stop. Now you threaten the very mitigation you
proposed and funded.
We support ST3, a 100-year investment in transportation. However, its success cannot disrupt the
vitality of another essential transportation mechanism. Sound Transit should study the impacts to the
Seattle Streetcar as part of the transportation section of your Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
Specifically, please:
• Study alternative construction methods that could either keep the Streetcar running or minimize
disruption
• Study the impact on ridership to all segments of the system associated with truncating the lines
at CID and Westlake
• Study potential options for re-routing, using shuttles, and other interim measures to provide
streetcar riders with uninterrupted levels of service
• Include the impact of constructing the Ballard-Chinatown tunnel, station locations at Westlake
and the Chinatown-International District, construction traffic, staging areas and any other
incidental impacts that might interrupt the regular and reliable delivery of system-wide
Streetcar service. Consider utilizing off-ROW, private and alternate properties for staging areas
to avoid line disruptions. Consider other mitigation based on the impacts identified in the study.

•

Study the ramifications of eliminating access to streetcar maintenance facilities and how that
impacts the Center City Connector streetcar overall operability

Additionally, in evaluating environmental justice impacts, Sound Transit should study:
• Impacts to vulnerable populations along the First Hill and South Lake Union Streetcar alignments
• Loss of access to clean, predictable and efficient transportation in the communities served by
the two existing lines and the future C3 streetcar

To eliminate the full connection that is being realized through C3 is unacceptable. The C3 establishes a
linked streetcar system and will be complete in 2025 - around the time you will go to construction with
WSBLE. Anything Sound Transit does to threaten this system needs to be clearly articulated through the
environmental process and with stakeholders that depend on the streetcar. Additionally, any mitigation
costs to keep the Seattle Streetcar System running need to be assumed by Sound Transit.
Again, we support clean, efficient, high-capacity transit through a variety of means. But we cannot
irreparably harm one mode in favor of another.
Regards,
Seattle Streetcar Coalition

To: Sound Transit Board and Planning Staff
Re: ST3 Level 2 Planning
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on ST3 level three planning in advance of your
selection of the preferred alternative and backup options you will advance through the EIS
process.
We’re finally here: ST3 Planning level 3 is where we cut everything but two options and send
those on for an environmental impact study. At this point, our primary concern is with the low
end options. We are concerned that high end options that require local funding will not be
funded and we don’t want to be left with backup plans that are less than optimal for riders.
In addition to our comments below we want to stress the importance of pedestrian access to
stations. Making sure that stations are as easily accessible as possible needs more focus and
study.
We also want to say again that Sound Transit should still be working to speed up the timeliness
for project delivery if at all possible. That means making decisions that move the process
forward instead of drawing dead end arguments out.
Right now we need to make sure the affordable options that we send through are acceptable in
case additional local funding never comes. Building on our central concepts of Reliability,
Expandability, and Accessibility along with our Level 2 feedback and plea to put riders first, here
is what we’re focused on now by station:
Ballard
Though we’ve heard ST staff say many times that the options are mix and match, we don’t get
the impression they mean it when it comes to the Ballard station location. As we (and others)
have said many times a 14th NW station and a drawbridge are both unacceptable. A
drawbridge is an unacceptable reliability compromise for the future or our system. A station on
14th NW simply doesn’t serve riders west of 15th or transfers well. A station on 15th NW with
entrances on both sides of the street does.
A 14th high bridge crossing with a station on 15th is our minimal expectation for an affordable
option. While it’s not impossible to see local funding via the port come through for a tunnel to
Ballard, as the current options stand, the 15th Ave NW tunnel station the only option we can
support.
That said, the SAG and ELG have produced a short list of outcomes for Ballard that are
mediocre at best. If we are looking at the best possible outcome for transit riders we should be
looking to move the line into the center of the walkshed for Ballard similar to the option on 20th
presented on Seattle Transit Blog.

Fixed bridge crossing at 14th

SoDo and the International District
This is a rare case where the best option is also the most affordable option and has the least
schedule risk. Though a cut-and-cover station on 5th will have impacts it will serve transfers
between the two Link tunnels far better than anything else on the table and preserve Ryerson
bus base. This alignment also saves $200m which conceivably could be used on key options
elsewhere and to devise very good mitigation for ID businesses. Variations of this option should
be included in both the high/low alternatives in the EIS.

West Seattle
We’re highly skeptical of the value of spending $700 million or more on a West Seattle tunnel
that has no advantages for riders. We’re particularly concerned that local politicians are
attempting to kill transit projects in service of spending on this tunnel. The affordable/elevated
option that makes it through to the next round should include a crossing to the south of the West
Seattle Bridge to avoid conflicts with the port. The yellow line is an improvement on the
representative alignment as it orients the Junction station north/south to ease future expansion.
We would like to see multiple variations of affordable options make it through to the EIS instead
of any tunnel options.
As an example, here is an alternative that we would like to see forward for elevated rail in West
Seattle.

Midtown
In Midtown, we need to focus on connections to First Hill. Perhaps the best place for that is
between Madison and Marion on 5th Avenue (the Blue Line) where east connections to
Madison BRT are possible. For high/low variations at this station, we want to see station
pedestrian access options considered. A pedestrian tunnel to 3rd or 7th could make a big
difference for riders.

South Lake Union
A Harrison station is both affordable and the best for transit, bike, pedestrian connectivity. We
would like to see variation of this alignment selected in both high and low cost alternatives.

Denny
A station mostly oriented south of Denny with an entrance north of denny (blue line) is the best
option for the walkshed if we assume a Harrison SLU station. It should be included in both high
and low cost alternatives.

Westlake
It was hard to tell what the tradeoffs are for Westlake Station from the presented materials. The
location of the future Westlake Station is all about transfers. The option that creates easier
transfers and is better for the user experience of transit riders is what should be built. Multiple
options that explore the best possible transfers for riders should be included in the EIS.

Seattle Center
At Seattle Center, we prefer direct access to Key Arena provided by a Republican Street Station
and we also believe construction of a Station on Mercer would be another mess. Republican
option should advance for both high/low options.

Smith Cove
A station that integrated with the Helix bridge made a lot of sense on its face, but the $200M
price tag is eye popping for not much of an upside. There are definitely reasons to like that
option, but not for that price. The other option, the Brown Line station at Galer, also added
$100M over the representative alignment mostly due to a longer tunnel that extends under Elliot
Avenue and allows the alignment to be mostly on the surface through Interbay, including the
station at Galer St. Both Smith Cove station locations currently have pedestrian-only access to
Expedia over the BNSF railroad tracks. There are clearly better places to focus transit funding
and we should choose the best option that makes the Interbay alignment as a whole affordable,
the Brown Line’s surface station at Galer Street does just that.

Interbay
In Interbay, there still appear to be an opportunity to both save money and improve transit
access. We would like to see a version of the brown line that moves the Thorndyke Station to
Dravus Street west of 17th Ave for much better access. Elevated/surface variations of the
BNSF alignment (brown line) should advance with a focus on as much surface rail as possible
without traffic crossings for both high & low options.

The most essential feature that has been left mostly unaddressed is building for the future. ST3
must be built for expansion. That means expansion for a future Aurora Line, a future Madison
Line, a future Airport Bypass, a Ballard/UW Line, a Ballard/Lake City Line -- all the lines on our
vision map. We implore the Sound Transit Board to look past the typical planning skirmishes
and think about how this plan will be future proof and best serve riders.
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment and for doing what is best for the millions of
people who will use Link, our city, our region, and the future.
Thank You,
Seattle Subway
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April 2nd, 2019
West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions EIS Scoping
c/o Lauren Swift
Sound Transit
401 S. Jackson St.
Seattle, WA 98104
<Via email: wsbscopingcomments@soundtransit.org>
Dear Ms. Swift,
The South Lake Union community submits the following thoughts for consideration in scoping of
the Environmental Impact Statement for the Sound Transit West Seattle and Ballard Link
Extensions through South Lake Union and the Denny Triangle neighborhoods.
Perhaps the most significant urban revitalization in America today, the economic vitality and
urban vibrancy of South Lake Union is critical to Seattle's emergence and competitiveness as a
driver of the global technology and health sciences economies. This neighborhood’s success is
predicated on the community-driven and City-adopted principles outlined nearly a decade ago in
the SLU Urban Design Framework and SLU/Uptown Mobility Plan.
To be specific:
South Lake Union and Denny Triangle stakeholders are in consensus that the "Blue Line"
configuration with station facilities near 1. Denny Way / Westlake Avenue and 2. Harrison Street
/ Dexter Avenue best serve our North Downtown communities. These locations provide the best
access to the high-density commercial and residential populations both south and north of
Denny, including the SLU core and new employment centers north of Mercer Street, along with
multiple access points and intuitive walksheds to the Seattle Center.
Transit Oriented Development and/or access points to station facilities in partnership with
existing property owners is desirable, and the utilization of surplus City of Seattle properties at
or near system access points provides opportunity to ease deficiencies in Seattle’s workforce and
low-income housing inventory. The location of a station near our proposed Mobility Hub at
Harrison/Thomas and new 7th Avenue North creates opportunities for connections to the
downtown core, multiple bus routes and Seattle Center, in an area that could support these
housing types.
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While the benefit of the West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions is profound, our community
strongly encourages Sound Transit to consider the following impacts of the construction process
and system configuration on its scoping of the EIS.
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Existing Transportation Infrastructure: Existing mobility infrastructure in South Lake Union and
Denny Triangle has already been heavily impacted by an unprecedented quantity of commercial
construction as well as the installation of the new electrical distribution system disseminating
from the Denny substation. Construction of a station facility at the Denny Way / Westlake
location is expected to disrupt existing Bus Rapid Ride service along Westlake Avenue and Denny
Way and existing Streetcar service along Westlake Avenue; both essential to the South Lake
Union and Denny Triangle workforce. Furthermore, it is essential to consider the importance of
efficient and unimpeded operations of private-workforce bus service operated by South Lake
Union employers. The impacts associated with construction of the new stations must be
sensitively mitigated to minimize disruption to business activities and residential life.
Pedestrian Flow and Safety: The safe, intuitive and efficient passage of pedestrians is crucial in
South Lake Union and Denny Triangle. Close attention will be necessary to mitigate the
pedestrian barriers that currently exist at Denny Way and Westlake Avenue to the south and
Mercer Street and Dexter Avenue to the north. Exploring the utilization of station facilities and
their access points as innovative passages to cross these barriers is encouraged.
Businesses: While the reasonably "short-term" impact of construction on local businesses is
understandable, it is critical that intuitive and safe access to businesses be consistently provided,
both for the local workforce and for visitors. These impacts should be considered not just on the
major employers but also on the viability of street-side retailers that provide diversity and the
defining character of South Lake Union and Denny Triangle. Other major considerations include
the impacts of sidewalk closures, construction vibration (especially on the health-sciences
infrastructure) and potential disruptions to freight hauling and short-term street parking.
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Environment: Environmental concerns include noise, light pollution (if construction is allowed
after daylight hours), air-borne particulate matter and storm water and construction run-off.

John Pehrson
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Impacts to The Neighborhood & Livability: "Livability" is an important byword in South Lake
Union and Denny Triangle. It is essential to maintain a construction-period aesthetic that is
commensurate with the community character and cultural life of North Downtown.
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Permeability through the transportation infrastructure within our community can enhance
neighborhood livability and improve the usability of the facility itself.
We strongly encourage the incorporation of public art, landscape planting and a variety of
cultural amenities, not just within the boundaries of station facilities, but extending into the
neighborhood. These could be project specific or implemented in conjunction with existing or
planned cultural improvements, especially streetscape improvements.
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Finally, while we are focused specifically on South Lake Union and Denny Triangle, it is imperative
that corridor configuration, infrastructure and planning elsewhere in the line be designed to
avoid a negative impact on system reliability. There is concern that system disruption resulting
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from bridge openings and other issues would negatively impact confidence in the system and
ultimately ridership.
The community leaders of South Lake Union and Denny Triangle look forward to working
together with Sound Transit in the efficient construction and timely completion of the West
Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions.
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Sincerely,

Kyle Ducey
President, South Lake Union Community Council
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TO:

Sound Transit Staff

FROM: Transit Access Stakeholders: Transportation Choices Coalition, Futurewise, Feet First, Cascade Bicycle Club,
Housing Development Consortium, Transit Riders Union, Sierra Club Washington, Rooted in Rights
Dear West Seattle and Ballard Link Extension EIS Staff,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the scoping of the West-Seattle & Ballard Link Extension Environmental
Impact Statement. The Transit Access Stakeholders group is a growing coalition of organizations that strongly supports
connecting the Puget Sound region through affordable, reliable, accessible, and sustainable transit. Together, we
represent land use, active transportation, affordable housing, transit, and climate protection stakeholders, with thousands
of members in the central Puget Sound region.
Early on in the planning process, several groups submitted a letter that reflected our collective values for Sound Transit 3.
These values include:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Maximize equitable TOD and affordable housing potential
Integrate transit, bike, and walking networks
Prioritize race and social justice
Ensure travel reliability
Minimize displacement
Build a system that looks to the future

As our coalition has grown, we would like to add:
● Accessibility for all users, especially those with disabilities
ALTERNATIVES FOR STUDY
Given these values, consideration of our Level II comments, as well as additional data and information made available
through the Level III analysis, we offer the following select route and station preferences for study in the EIS, plus
comments regarding specific impacts related to each preference.

Segment

Preferred for study

West Seattle Stations
and guideway

West Seattle Elevated and West Seattle Tunnel Level III options -- Preferred for study
Delridge station at 25th Ave. SW -- Preferred for study
Alaska Junction Station at 41st or 42nd -- Preferred for study
Any North-South alignment is preferred to the representative project’s East-West alignment.
Impacts to potential bus/light rail integration must be studied at each station location.

For any Delridge station options studied -- study impacts to bus transfer environment and
displacement (see further comments regarding displacement below).
SODO and CID

5th and 4th cut-and-cover -- Preferred for study
4th Ave. mined station -- Preferred for study
Progressing to Level III we have learned there are a lot of questions about all alternatives. As
design progresses, we will more clearly understand these alternatives. Given all the
unknowns, we recommend studying both the 4th and 5th shallow station options due to their
potential for creating an easy and intuitive transfer environment, in line with the Jackson Hub
vision. Transfer times as well as safety and ease of access between the CID station and
Sounder, Amtrak and Metro must be studied in detail, beyond current estimates. A mezzanine
connection between the stations, including cost and construction impacts, and potential
benefits to safe and fast transfers, should be studied.
Transit Access Stakeholders also support the CID/PSQ communities in their request for further
study of a mined station along 4th Ave. To better understand costs and benefits, and to do right
by this historically underserved community, it is necessary to more fully develop design and
present additional data and information for decision making. To that end we also support the
idea of conducting a Health Impact Assessment (HIA) to fully understand potential disparate
health impacts related to the construction and long-term impacts of this station.
Any alignment selected for SODO and CID/PSQ must study impacts to King County Metro’s
operations, current bus bases and base expansion plans, including construction and
cumulative impacts to riders, service, and operations. Flexibility of operations for Sound Transit
light rail via interconnections of new and existing lines should be included as well. Impacts to
the SODO trail, including construction impacts and impacts to future connectivity and planned
bicycle routes as outlined in Seattle’s Bicycle Master Plan must be studied. Impacts to
residents and businesses in the CID/PSQ, including construction and cumulative impacts like
economic and cultural displacement must be studied.
Selection of a deep-bore station for study must include a study of impacts to transfers,
accessibility and integration along the remainder of the downtown route.

Downtown tunnel

5th Ave./Harrison Alignment -- Preferred for study
A 6th Ave. route throughout downtown presents access challenges, and is less optimal for
integration with existing transportation systems, particularly integration with the existing
Westlake hub. If 6th/Mercer is studied, please study access impacts to people with disabilities
as well as pedestrian/bicycle/transit integration and access issues related to the Mercer St.
station placement. The 5th Ave/Harrison alignment provides the best placement for Seattle
Center access and is well positioned for future transit-oriented development in South Lake
Union area.
We are concerned at the lack of prior discussion related to Seattle Streetcar operations. All
downtown alignments must study, disclose and mitigate for potential disruptions to existing and
planned streetcar operations and capital improvements. This is especially important as a fixed
route line cannot be rerouted or detoured during construction.

Smith Cove-Interbay

Interbay Station at 17th Ave. W -- Preferred for study
Study must consider impacts to regional multi-use trails.
For Smith Cove stations studied, consider the ridership market to be served and potential for
future destinations within a reasonable walkshed; avoid impacts to other key infrastructure.

Salmon Bay crossing

Tunnel crossing -- Preferred for study

If a fixed bridge is included in the EIS, construction impacts and displacement to community
must be studied. The representative alignment, a moveable bridge, requires close coordination
with the Coast Guard to identify a mid-level height that balances cost, grade, and frequency of
interruption to minimize the quantity and duration of span openings. The effect on reliability of
the entire line needs to be carefully analyzed if this option is advanced for further study.
Ballard terminus
station

Tunnel stations at 14th and at 15th -- Preferred for study
For both tunnel station locations, we urge study of access points both North and South of
market street. When studying construction impacts of cut-and-cover stations, please consider
disruption and mitigation to existing transit, biking and walking connectivity. Potential mitigation
could include completing the Missing Link of the Burke-Gilman Trail.

SCOPE OF THE EIS
In addition to comments on routes and station preferences, we also want to offer additional comments regarding the depth
and detail of several disciplines to be studied in the EIS. In particular, we would like to daylight impacts that may have
been overlooked, may be challenging to quantify, and may disproportionately impact environmental justice populations,
and yet are even more critical to consider.
Station Access, Mobility and Integration
When easily accessible, light rail provides a very safe way to travel compared to driving; better access to transit for
wheelchair users; and coupled with easy and safe routes to walk and bike to trains, an opportunity for active
transportation. We would like to see health and safety incorporated into the purpose and need statements, especially as
they relate to station access and integration with other transportation networks. Maximizing the investment of light rail
depends on excellent station access, and safe, comfortable and convenient connections to other multimodal networks.
Ease and comfort of access to the system translates into more ridership, which should be a guiding principle in selecting
among project alternatives for all sections of the project. Health and safety impacts must be studied throughout all access
and integration issues, as they are fundamental to the usability of the system. In addition we offer the following comments:
●

●

●

Station access - Intiutively and seamlessly finding and getting into the station is critical to the success of light rail.
Study should include number of entrances/exits to stations and station visibility (stations should be designed and
located such that they are highly visible, including details that are visually distinctive). The number of at grade
crossings, and the quality of crossings (ie; signal timing, crossing distance, etc) to reach stations should also be
studied. Crossings not only impact rail reliability, but the safety of users trying to access the station on foot or bike
using crosswalks, putting them in the way of both cars as well as trains.
Transit transfers - Fast and convenient transfers from light rail to light rail, bus, and heavy or commuter rail are
integral to creating a function system. S
 tudy impacts to transfer times, ease of transfers (platform to platform
transfers are ideal), multiple transfer options (stairs, multiple elevators on each side of the platform in case one
elevator is out of service, escalators, escalators), direct connections, how many crosswalks and what is the “level
of service” for transfers.
Integration with other modes - Whether certain alignments help establish new networks, remove portions of
existing networks, or create more dangerous crossings and access is critical information. ST should study the
potential for direct connections between stations and planned/existing walk/bike facilities. Those facilities should
include both neighborhood greenways and protected bike lanes, but should also acknowledge the difference
between those facility types, in terms of how safe and comfortable they are to a range of user types (age,
language, ethnicity, gender, race, ability). High-quality bike parking, including long- and short-term parking for
individually owned bikes, and space for on-demand micro-mobility services must be appropriately designed (all
covered; long term parking must be secure) located in highly accessible locations at all stations, in such a way as
to not impede pedestrian flow. For downtown stations investing in bike hubs, rather than bike parking at all
stations: Pioneer Square and a location in north downtown, such as Westlake, would be ideal.

●

Access mitigation for all ages and abilities. During construction or as part of the final alignment, existing biking
and walking networks will be impacted, thus creating inconvenient or potentially dangerous multimodal access.
Ensuring safe, comfortable, and convenient interim and long-term passage for people biking and walking, paying
special attention to individuals with any sensory or ambulatory impairment, is critical mitigation. Proper wayfinding
and robust communications, legible to all communities regardless of English language ability is essential.
Currently, Level 3 screening addresses modal integration, but without an explicit lens of health and safety. For
example, construction in Sodo will impact the Sodo bike trail, one of few separated bikeways in the area.

Existing and Planned Transportation Networks
The networks that surround and connect into the WSBLE corridor will leverage this project’s investments and expand its
reach and ridership potential. It is necessary to ensure that connections, both between light rail lines as well as between
local transit and non-motorized networks, not only are seamless, but also provide a robust travel shed for people for
whom light rail is only one component of their trip. In addition, it is imperative that access and use of existing and future
transportation networks are maintained throughout the construction period. Level 3 screening criteria includes some
consideration of bus/rail integration and impacts to current and planned transportation facilities and services, but we would
like to understand the following:
●

●

●

Consult local and regional transportation plans, including King County Metro Connects, Seattle’s
Transportation Master Plan, Bicycle Master Plan, Pedestrian Master Plan, Freight Master Plan and State
transportation plans and projects.
Local transit impacts. It is imperative to study the short- and long-term impacts to local bus, train and streetcar
service and infrastructure. The study should cover the ability of local transit to adequately serve regional
connections to light rail as well as important complementary local routes during construction and in the long-term.
In addition:
○ Identify impacts to existing transit service, and to service and capital projects planned throughout the
construction period, including bus, Amtrak, Sounder, and Seattle Streetcar service.
○ Replace lost base capacity and access to base in comparable location. Study any potential impacts to
King County Metro existing base capacity, and preventing future base expansions.
○ Using existing adopted transit plans of both the City and the County to understand planned capital and
service transit improvements and routes.
○ Replace lost layover space in comparable location.
○ Replace dedicated transit pathways where dedicated pathways were lost in parallel/comparable location.
○ Stage construction for minimal transit operations impact.
○ Provide transit operating cost reimbursement when operations are significantly impacted.
○ Minimize construction impacts to accessing bus stops.
○ For all of the above, work closely with transit partners to identify best solutions.
Bicycle network impacts The short and long-term implications and opportunities to leverage the bicycle network
must be studied, including how specific station locations and adjacent facilities could create direct access via a
connected all ages bike network. Furthermore, ST should study impacts to any existing bike facility, either during
construction or over the lifetime of facility operations, and suggest appropriate mitigation. Specifically:
○ Identify impacts to the existing bike network, including major trail connections, due to construction or
long-term operations. For example, the SODO Trail; Ship Canal Trail; Elliot Bay Trail; West Seattle Bridge
Trail; Alki Trail and Duwamish River Trail. Identify appropriate mitigation, such as an alternate all ages
and abilities route, for the duration of the time any route would be impacted.
○ Use the existing Bicycle Master Plan (BMP) to understand planned bicycle facility planning and routes,
but also consider the following:
■ Several projects along routes listed in the BMP have advanced to final design/construction
without inclusion of the bike facility recommended in the BMP.
■ Routes in the BMP were designed before ST3 was envisioned. Thus the route currently listed
may not be the most appropriate in terms of location or facility type, or both, given this new
context.

■

○

○

●

●

Identify opportunities to leverage ST3 construction to complete and/or connect to identified routes
in the BMP, either as construction mitigation or in order to provide access to the stations.
Study what types of bike infrastructure, and what level of wayfinding for people biking, best facilitates
biking to the station. For example, neighborhood greenways in Seattle vary greatly in their design, and
thus the comfort and convenience, as well as their perceived and actual safety vary. Furthermore, their
location on neighborhood streets does not create the level of visibility that would enable users of other
transportation modes to know that biking to the light rail station is an option.
As above, end of trip facilities are essential in making functional the bike routes that connect people to
stations. Study how stations will not only serve people travelling on light rail, but also as community hubs,
to ensure that capacity accurately reflects demand of the station area. Ensure that bike parking is placed
conveniently, and with high enough initial capacity – plus space for capacity increases as the light rail
system expands. Study the need for multiple types of bike parking, from regular racks to secure storage.
Finally, ensure that during construction and the lifetime of operations, the existing capacity of bike parking
is not reduced.

Pedestrian network impacts The EIS must examine the short- and long-term impacts and opportunities for
pedestrians. Specifically:
○ Light rail stations have the potential to promote the development of walkable urban centers in the
surrounding areas. Evaluate and compare the potential of the various station site options for promoting
pedestrian-oriented development.
○ The existence of a complete pedestrian network surrounding a light rail station is vital to attracting system
users on foot. Are there any existing gaps or barriers in the station-area pedestrian network that need
fixing? This includes improved pedestrian networks that should include lighting, increased accessibility
across the station walkshed, and other enhancements to improve the pedestrian experience.
○ Elevated track and stations can potentially degrade the street-level pedestrian environment and casting
shadows on people walking at street level. How are walking conditions impacted by the possible
construction of elevated structures in West Seattle, Ballard, and elsewhere?
○ Construction of stations and other light rail system elements can last for many years, in the process
blocking sidewalks and closing roadway crossings. Study all construction-related impacts to sidewalks,
crossings and curb ramps, and mitigate appropriately for all ages and abilities, with extra consideration for
accessibility needs.
Coordination with other major transportation projects
○ Specifically include City of Seattle work on the Seattle Streetcar, Center City Bike Network, Ballard
Bridge, overpasses in the Sodo neighborhood, and updates to freight circulation patterns in and around
the Port of Seattle.

A Future-Oriented System
The buildout of this system must be considered as a multi-generational investment that will reach far beyond the
geographic footprint of the West Seattle and Ballard lines. Our region is projected to grow by 1.8 million by 2050. As such,
identifying impacts to the future buildout or connectivity of this system is imperative. We would like to see the following
studied and assessed:
●

●

Future light rail expansion - In both West Seattle and Ballard, study the potential opportunities and limitations of
station placement and alternative placement in terms of future light rail expansion. Disclose any alternatives that
would hinder future expansion.
Future bus/station integration - Study growth potential for feeder service at all station locations, especially at
line termini, where future light rail service is decades away. Ensure that stations are placed and designed with
future bus feeder service in mind. For example, will future rapid bus lines service the Ballard terminus station, and
how can the Ballard station be future-proofed to accommodate increased bus transfers?

●

●

●

●

●

●

Future station capacity - Using projected population growth, study the impacts to station capacity. Consider how
station planning will accommodate increased population and ridership, including platform size, entry/egress,
payment systems,
Future land use - Consider city comprehensive plans, long-term growth patterns, the effects of regional
objectives that can affect city zoning and land designations such as Vision 2050, and trends in the areas of
stations and alignments to help maximize the potential for transit-oriented development. Select compatible
designs for the system stations and alignments that will serve the needs of the community as well as provide
greater access to opportunity to more communities.
Flexible design for developing transportation technologies - Considering the rapid evolution of transportation
technologies, station design should, to the extent possible, be future-proofed for flexibility. We know that the future
light rail system will be integral to future mobility; but we do not know how the advancement of autonomous
vehicles, shared services, micromobility, etc. will change, shape or require flexibility in light rail access in the
future.
Technological considerations - As transportation technologies advance, so do other technologies including
payment systems, customer service, safety technologies, cellular and wifi service, and so on. Consider how to
technologically equip stations for other future needs.
Designing for uncertain climate future - Structures, especially underground ones, should be designed and
constructed to withstand the effects of rising sea level and more extreme temperatures and hydrologic events.
Resilience in both the operational details of the system and the human user interaction of accessing these transit
elements should be a guiding principle of design.
Designing for an accessible future, rather than designing to meet the minimum requirements under the
ADA. Adding accessibility to existing infrastructure is far more costly than including accessible features in the
initial design (see NYC subway). As our city, and our society at large, age and move towards recognizing that
disabled people have a right to accessible transportation infrastructure, we should be designing a system that
gives us full and equitable access.

Displacement
While Sound Transit and the EIS process seem well equipped to understand the potential direct displacements from
construction and eminent domain, we still have concerns about a) the disproportionate impact of these displacements on
certain demographics, and b) the possible impacts of longer term economic and cultural displacement due to rising land
values and gentrification.
●

●

●

Understand and disclose impacts to hard-to-reach populations - Sound Transit currently evaluates
acquisition and displacement burden on low-income and “minority” populations. While Sound Transit technically
has a robust relocation program, we remain concerned that this information may not equally reach those who do
not speak English, renters (both commercial and residential), and those who are undocumented. It may be harder
to tap into communities where English is not the first language without interpreters and community liaisons.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that landlords may not pass on relocation information to tenants due to worries that
they will not fulfill their remaining lease. Most undocumented persons will not be able to access relocation
benefits, due to federal restrictions.
Equitable access to relocation benefits - We urge Sound Transit to thoroughly analyze potential displacement
impacts disaggregated by renter/owner, income, race, English proficiency, and a rough understanding of where
immigration status may be an issue (without revealing anything that could be used against communities) in order
to understand disproportionate and/or different impacts across alignments as well as ensure the agency has a
robust plan to ensure equal access to benefits. Sound Transit should continue to explore innovative mitigation
strategies related to relocation for undocumented residents.
Cultural and Economic Displacement - Though much harder to measure, many planners are using models to
predict the risk of longer term economic displacement in an area due to critically important but landscape-altering
transportation investments. Sound Transit should use tools such as these (PSRC now has a displacement risk
tool) to identify areas with high displacement risk and work directly with the community to understand the

anticipated impacts from different alignments, and the appropriate mitigation to help people stay in their homes
and jobs and maintain their cultural cornerstones and POC-owned businesses.
Environmental Justice
Currently, Sound Transit’s level 3 screening criteria considers impacts to historically underserved populations with a focus
on access to opportunity (activity nodes) and burden of property acquisitions and displacements. We believe this analysis
must go deeper:
●

●

●

●

Analyze all discipline areas using meaningfully disaggregated data by race and income - Though some
analysis has been conducted by Sound Transit, for each of the different EIS impact discipline areas, we should be
disaggregating data by race and income to uncover potential disproportionate burden. For example, fish and
wildlife habitat impacts may disproportionately impact cultures and communities that rely on fishing in the area.
Consider cumulative impacts on historically marginalized populations - The public should understand
disparate impacts across all disciplines -- especially considering cumulative impacts on these groups from
ongoing systemic discrimination, especially and including impacts from racist policies in the built environment,
ongoing challenges of displacement from a fast growing city and region, and historical lack of outreach and
representation in government decision-making.
Evaluate proposed mitigation using the Racial Equity Toolkit - Given historic and cumulative impacts,
mitigation should look not just to do “no disproportionate harm” nor to “expand mobility for the region’s residents,
which include transit dependent, low-income, and ‘minority’ populations,” but work to target and prioritize
mitigation for these groups and ensure that mitigation is tailored, based on authentic engagement, to be valuable
to the impacted communities. Sound Transit should use tools such as a Racial Equity Toolkit to evaluate
proposed mitigation.
Improve demographic language - We must also ensure that while the language we use is sufficient to meet EIS
requirements that it also respects all the communities we serve. We ask that the agency move away from the term
“minority,” which is not only disfavored by communities of color, but can often be technically untrue, especially in
diverse areas like the Puget Sound. In an age when citizenship is used to threaten individuals and separate
families, we also ask that you remove the term “citizens” from your Purpose and Need and analysis, unless the
term is explicitly being used in order to understand the impacts, especially of displacement and relocations, on
undocumented residents.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the scoping of the EIS. We look forward to continued engagement around
this project.
Sincerely,
Kelsey Mesher
Transportation Choices Coalition

Bryce Yadon
Futurewise

John Stewart
Feet First

Vicky Clarke
Cascade Bicycle Club

Patience Malaba
Housing Development Consortium

Anna Zivarts
Rooted in Rights

Katie Wilson
Transit Riders Union

Tim Gould
Sierra Club Washington

April 2, 2019

Lauren Swift, Central Corridor Environmental Manager
Sound Transit
401 S. Jackson St.
Seattle, WA 98104
Dear Ms. Swift,
The West Seattle Junction Neighborhood Organization (JuNO) represents homeowners, renters,
business operators, and other community members ‐ all of whom are excited about the
prospect of light rail coming to West Seattle, but who also want Sound Transit to use a
once‐in‐a‐generation opportunity to plan for this arrival wisely.
After reviewing the presentations from Sound Transit to our community, JuNO has chosen to
support a light rail line that enters the West Seattle Junction Urban Village (WSJUV) by tunnel
and ends facing south at an underground station at either 41st or 42nd Avenue SW.
We are convinced a tunnel with this alignment will spur the construction of affordable housing
the neighborhood badly needs; reduce construction‐related displacement; maximize the
potential for transit‐oriented development (TOD); and increase the two‐way ridership needed
to fund Sound Transit’s operational budgets.
Simply put, there is a far greater upside to an underground alignment of light rail.
This letter provides details on why this alignment is critical to the economic growth and
livability of the WSJUV and its surrounding areas, as well as scoping comments that detail
specific environmental‐impact issues that must be studied for any alignment option.
Thank you for the work with our community to date. We look forward to a continued,
productive partnership that makes the most of this generational opportunity.

Sincerely,
Amanda Sawyer, Executive Director
Carl Guess, JuNO Public Relations
Rich Koehler, Janine Rees, Kevin Freitas, Joe Fuller, Christy Tobin‐Presser & Louis Manuta ‐
JuNO Land Use Committee

Fast Growth, Destination Neighborhood, Finite Buildable Land
With 84% housing growth, the WSJUV has been the fastest growing urban village in Seattle
since the year 2000; 1 that city‐leading growth is forecast to continue through at least 2035. 2
This growth is of no surprise to people who live in the area. West Seattle is a vibrant community
with family friendly traditions, historic buildings and legacy businesses that make it a
destination neighborhood. Need pickled walnuts? Go to Husky Deli. An old Nina Simone
recording? Head to Easy Street Records. Or just walk the Farmers Market any month of the year
for newly picked produce, fresh yogurt, or some of the best falafel in the city.
This unique and charactered neighborhood will draw riders on light rail to the WSJUV and let
them experience things they can’t find in other parts of Seattle.
Yet land is a finite commodity in the city ‐ and becoming even less so.
With a population of 686,800 in 2016, Seattle is projected to add 120,000 by 2036. 3 That
growth has caused local legislators to adopt land‐use rules to further increase density. The
recently passed HALA/MHA legislation, for example, increased zoning and removed parking
requirements in 27 urban villages, including the WSJUV, to maximize the use of buildable land
to create more affordable housing.
Less visible, but equally impactful, are stresses that ongoing growth and development have
placed on livability in the WSJUV. The City has already designated it underserved in terms of
parks and open space. What’s more, JuNO independently measured the available tree canopy
approximately 12 months ago and found it to be roughly half the citywide average.
With an affordable‐housing shortage and land being in limited supply, bringing light rail into a
dense community in an above‐ground fashion is a complete contradiction to making the most
of the buildable land that is currently available.
Below‐Ground Approach Has Far Greater Upside
While a tunnel and underground station will impact the community and result in some
displacement, it will also create the opportunity to develop denser housing options. Those
options could include affordable housing; work spaces and other TOD efforts that draw people
into the neighborhood and increase two‐way ridership; and the opportunity for much‐needed
green space above an underground station to serve a growing population.

1
2
3

Seattle 2035, Appendix A, Figure A‐1
Seattle 2035, Appendix A, Figure A‐1
Seattle 2035, Introduction.

More Affordable Housing
One unfortunate consequence of the HALA/MHA legislation is that it won’t bring many units of
affordable housing to the WSJUV. That’s because the MHA program allows developers the
option of building those units or paying the City to build them elsewhere. After upzoning more
than 400 single‐family homes in the WSJUV, the City estimates developers will create only nine
units of affordable housing; 4 the rest will be offered at market rate.
Fortunately, the City has committed to a 2020 update of the WSJUV neighborhood plan. This
plan will recognize the forecasted light rail alignment and station placement. That means the
community has the opportunity to create more affordable housing units, making it more
economically diverse and access to light rail more equitable.
Yet an above‐ground alignment would make these efforts exceedingly difficult. The current
Orange Line proposal, for example, would permanently remove the land of 120 parcels from
development. 5 Gone forever would be the opportunity to build taller buildings with more units
for families seeking affordable housing.
New Work Spaces, TOD, Increased Two‐Way Ridership
The 2020 neighborhood‐planning effort could also create what JuNO has long envisioned:
multi‐use buildings that include working spaces. The ability to create a jobs center in the heart
WSJUV area would allow people to walk, bike, and bus to work ‐ without ever getting on a West
Seattle Bridge that has only become more crowded.
For Sound Transit, a jobs center would create increased two‐way ridership. Instead of full rail
cars bringing workers into Seattle, only to return empty, office buildings would help draw more
riders that would help fund a greater share of the light rail operating budget.
Again, a far better use of scarce buildable land.
Greenspace
The WSJUV is underserved with respect to parks and open space 6 and a growing population will
only put greater pressure on that parkland. A below‐ground station could add available open
space through the creation of a landmark public plaza or park. Assuming that some Seattle
Parks land is taken from the golf course area, this would be a great opportunity to perform a
swap and essentially move greenspace on the periphery of the WSJUV to a location that is
centrally usable by the surrounding rental units and our broader community.

4
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MHA FEIS Section 3.1 Ex39
Sound Transit Presentation ‐ JuNO 3/25/19 Meeting
Seattle 2017 Parks Plan

EIS Scoping Comments
JuNO requests that Sound Transit study the following issues in preparing its draft
Environmental Impact Statement for the West Seattle light rail extension:
Aesthetics
● Analyze how the proposed structure of an elevated alignment would impact the
aesthetics of the remaining residential neighborhood and business district.
Emergency Services
● Study the impact of an elevated track on emergency services, including impacts that
would change or degrade current response times.
Canopy
● Measure the baseline tree canopy in the WSJUV and, separately, along the proposed
light rail routes;
● Analyze the impact on tree canopy of elevated track and station vs. a tunnel and
underground station within the WSJUV.
Cost
● Study the cost‐saving impact of the removal of the Avalon station.
● Study previous tunnel‐related efforts by Sound Transit that have resulted in budget
savings, including the construction of the Northgate Tunnel.
● Study and enumerate alternative funding opportunities including, but not limited to,
additional federal, state, and City contributions; and excise and/or other taxes.
Equity
● Study equity‐of‐access on a system‐wide basis, paying particular attention to those
neighborhoods where light rail enters underground into dense communities with hilly
topographies (i.e., First Hill, Capital Hill, University District).
Height, Bulk & Scale
● Study the impact on views, privacy, shading effects, and access to light at all levels
below track, including but not limited to street level, of an elevated track and station.

Housing
● Calculate current housing units lost/displaced due to construction of an elevated track
and station vs. a tunnel and underground station within the WSJUV.
● Study the feasibility of adding greater density, including square footage for employment
opportunities and affordable housing, to the core commercial areas east of the Junction,
also known as the Triangle.
Infrastructure
● Study the impact of all construction activities on city streets, including but not limited to
the damage to roadways caused by equipment and the costs to repair.
LIvability
● Perform a noise evaluation of an elevated track and station vs. a tunnel and
underground station within the WSJUV, including octave‐band and vibration analyses.
● Conduct all noise analyses for these three areas:
○ Construction zone;
○ Construction lie‐down area;
○ Parcels along alignment right of way not acquired through eminent domain. 7
● Study the light‐pollution impact of an elevated track and station vs. a tunnel and
underground station ‐ both during and after construction.
Parks & Open Space
● Analyze the opportunity to create new park lands as part of an underground station.
Traffic
● As the WSJUV is one of the few access points to the West Seattle Bridge, conduct a
traffic study ‐ for both an elevated track and station and a tunnel and underground
station ‐ to understand the impact on cars and busses during construction and once light
rail is operational.

7

It is crucial to understand the daily noise impact on those whose structures will be left standing once construction
is complete.

Transit‐Oriented Development
● Study the TOD potential for an elevated track and station vs. underground tunnel and
underground station within the WSJUV.
● Study bus integration for station placement for elevated track and station vs. a tunnel
and underground station within the WSJUV
● Study pedestrian and bicycle access transit, taking into account topography and
potential hazards, for elevated track and station vs. a tunnel and underground station
within the WSJUV.
Walkability
● Measure the impact on walkability of elevated track and station vs. a tunnel and
underground station within the WSJUV.
● Study the impact of making Alaska Street a pedestrian walkway, as envisioned in the
Junction Design Guidelines (SMC 23.41.004).

West Seattle
Transportation Coalition
March 31, 2019
West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions
c/o Lauren Swift
401 S. Jackson Street
Seattle, WA. 98104-2826
Sent by Email: wsbscopingcomments@soundtransit.org
Re: ST3 West Seattle and Ballard Link Extension EIS Scoping Comments on Level 3 Alternatives
Dear Stakeholder Advisory Group, Elected Leadership Group, and Sound Transit Board Members:
The West Seattle Transportation Coalition (WSTC) works to address transportation and mobility issues for
Seattle’s largest constituency – the nearly 100,000 people living on the 10 square miles of the West Seattle
Peninsula. WSTC’s top issue has always been ingress-egress and mobility issues between our
neighborhoods and Downtown or points beyond. The West Seattle Bridge Transportation Corridor
(WSBTC) is the city’s busiest transportation artery. It connects us with major north-south routes (SR 99, E
Marginal-Alaskan Way, Airport Way, and I-5), and carries more than 122,000 vehicles a day – 14,000 on the
Spokane St Swing (low) Bridge, and 108,200 on the High Bridge (SDOT 2017 Seattle Traffic Flow Map).
WSTC sponsored the first public Light Rail Planning Workshop in West Seattle in June 2017. Our
constituents know that light rail to West Seattle will be the biggest transportation project to affect our
Peninsula this century, and they want to ensure we make improvements that benefit all of our neighbors in
ways that outweigh negative impacts wherever possible:
• By providing new transportation alternatives to the vehicle congestion in the WSBTC;
• By ensuring that guideway and station locations bring real, tangible benefits to the neighborhoods
directly affected and not just impacts to views and acquisition of homes and businesses;
• By protecting historic buildings, community gathering spaces, and businesses in the economic
enterprise nodes within and around Youngstown and the Alaska Junction Urban Village; and
• By reflecting long-standing community outreach and neighborhood planning goals.
We seek to identify options that will best meet the needs of affected communities from the West Seattle
Peninsula – including White Center and further points south(west) – and SODO. This includes not just those
in the walkshed or living near the guideway and stations, but also those arriving by bicycle, bus, and other
modes. Comments presented here are based on input to and outreach conducted by WSTC to date, and
reflect three main objectives for the EIS Scoping Process:
1. Consider alternatives that present real, significant, and useful differences for study and comparison
in identifying the best route options and station locations.
2. Ask the right questions to gather the data that will drive the final decisions made by the ST Board.
3. Consider disruption during and after construction, and provide suitable mitigation measures for
what will be considerable change, including the possible destruction of historical structures and
communities along proposed routes.

West Seattle Transportation Coalition

/ Comments on ST3 West Seattle EIS Scoping

1. The EIS process must consider alternatives that present real, significant, and useful differences for
study and comparison in identifying the best route options and station locations.
While the WSTC has long supported Sound Transit’s goals of conducting an efficient, cost-effective, and
concise process to identify alternatives for study in the EIS, we have grown increasingly concerned as we
get deeper into the process. What began in Level 1 with a series of significantly different route and station
possibilities – reflecting considerable attention to public input – has narrowed into alternatives that bear
very little difference to each other.
Questions left to be studied in the EIS appear to be merely whether or not the guideway runs just to one
side of the West Seattle (High) Bridge or the other and is the station better here or just a block further
down the same street in one direction or the other. While there is a significant cost impact to going
“elevated vs tunnel,” for 1/3 of the route the only option is elevated in order to cross the river, and for
another 1/3 the comparison is only about how high the guideway and station should run through Delridge.
This does not seem in the spirit of early outreach and consideration of public comments, and also greatly
increases the risks that engineering beyond the current 5% threshold could discover insurmountable
construction hurdles or cost impacts in the future that would require us to re-start the process anew.
The WSTC Board believes it is imperative to forward an additional tunnel and elevated option into the
Draft EIS process. Many community comments suggest bringing back the Pigeon Ridge/West Seattle Tunnel
“Purple Line” or a version of the Level 1 Yancy Street elevated option through North Delridge.
We believe further study of additional alternatives beyond the current Level 3 options might accomplish
any or all of the following:
• reduce the need for real estate acquisitions and noise mitigation
• increase train speeds and travel times by reducing or eliminating curves
• avoid impacts to sensitive environmental areas on Pigeon Point and at Longfellow Creek
• reduce impacts to Port operations, which could yield 3rd Party funds to support any increased costs
of construction
• reduce impacts to historic buildings, community gathering spaces, and businesses in the economic
enterprise nodes within and around Youngstown and the Alaska Junction Urban Village
2. The EIS process must ask the right questions to gather the data that will drive the final decisions
made by the Sound Transit Board.
As important as it is to reduce alternatives for study and to help the Sound Transit Board drive to a decision
that will reflect budget realities, system considerations, and the “will of the people” at the ballot box, it is
also important for the Board to have access to actual data about the costs and impacts of the decisions they
will be making.
Therefore, the WSTC Board believes the EIS must study the cost and ridership impacts of deferring one of
the three proposed ST3 station locations. WSTC is not advocating at this time for or against eliminating a
station from the line. We are elevating comments by constituents who have called for dropping Avalon
Station or truncating the line at Avalon or even Delridge, especially if it helps to reduce negative impacts to
the neighborhoods.
| Page 2 of 4
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As part of both ST1 & ST2 projects, Sound Transit deferred station locations and truncated whole lines
approved by voters. Since that precedent has already been established, WSTC is asking the ST Board to
gather the data to understand how forecasted ridership, environmental, cost, and other impacts are
affected by their eventual decision. Are these data and impacts significant enough to alter what the voters
for ST3 envisioned or not? Would building only two stations severely impact ridership or would ridership
adjust itself? Can Metro adequately serve all three proposed locations with its future route planning or not?
Could the savings from station deferment provide funding to support other changes desired by the
community or not? We won’t have sufficient answers to these questions if we do not study them.
3. The EIS process must consider disruption during and after construction, and provide suitable
mitigation measures for what will be considerable change, including the possible destruction of
historical structures and communities along proposed routes.
Sound Transit needs to conduct an analysis and eventually receive a federal determination regarding (a)
impacts to environmentally-sensitive green spaces and pedestrian/bike trails in the vicinity of Pigeon Point
and North Delridge, and (b) impacts a Genesee alignment might cause as the guideway and columns run
along or near the northern property line of a golf course or even just inside it.
Therefore, the WSTC Board recommends further study of the so-called 4(f) impacts to the Seattle Parks
and Recreation facilities at the Delridge Community Center & Playfield and the West Seattle Golf Course.
We are not calling for further study of the previous Level 1 alternative which cut across the West Seattle
Golf Course, but of additional options for the current alternatives under consideration as engineering
continues to advance, including:
• West Seattle Golf Course property line impacts – Beyond considering whether the guideway is at or
“just inside” the golf course, what if it was also 25, 50 or 100 feet? How far can the guideway be
moved to avoid impacts to the residential neighborhood before it causes irreparable harm to the
Golf Course – and more harm than would be caused to the hundreds of residents in the
neighborhood north of Genesee?
• A slight deviation of the Level 3 “Blue Line” – What if the guideway remained on Delridge Way SW
until the intersection with Genesee and only then began to curve west, crossing the Delridge
Community Center property, and possibly requiring acquisition of the existing building or other
nearby facilities for a station, before curving back towards an alignment generally along Genesee or
just inside the golf course property line as it heads up to the Avalon neighborhood?
o This would require acquisition of fewer properties, and could dramatically reduce
neighborhood concerns about residential displacement.
o This small change would support repeated calls by the community to push the station as far
south into the Delridge neighborhood as possible.
o This presents an opportunity to provide a significant benefit to a historically marginalized and
diverse neighborhood, whereby a brand-new recreational facility could be built (similar to the
Rainier Beach Community Center in southeast Seattle), possibly combined with affordable
housing or other community benefit facilities. While this would require third party funding and
partnership previously outside the scope of Sound Transit’s construction, it also presents a
once in a lifetime opportunity to build up Delridge as a community and as a destination, with
excellent service from elsewhere across the peninsula by bus or train.
| Page 3 of 4
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Sound Transit engineers only in the last couple of months developed an option for the Level 3 alternatives
that includes the so-called “Orange” or “Yellow” elevated line running across the residential East Alaska
Junction Neighborhood. This option was never considered in initial ST3 project development, is not
reflective of the ST3 ballot language, and was never shown and discussed in public until the most recent
Level 3 public open houses.
While the WSTC supports EIS study of elevated options for West Seattle, this option would destroy an
entire area of historic homes and divide a neighborhood in ways similar to the recent Viaduct we took
down on the Waterfront or parts of I-5 and I-90 that the City of Seattle is studying for lids.
Therefore, the WSTC Board recommends removing this option from further study in the EIS. We also
strongly urge Sound Transit staff, as they study the impacts of routing an elevated guideway from the
Avalon area into the Urban Village and a north-south alignment suitable for future extension to the
south, to conduct extensive and repeated outreach to neighbors in the area.
The WSTC looks forward to working with all of you throughout the Environmental Impact Statement
process and beyond. Together, we are committed to helping Sound Transit deliver the elegant solution that
will benefit all of the 100,000+ people living, working, and visiting the West Seattle Peninsula for many
years to come.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
In Community,

Michael Taylor-Judd
Chair, West Seattle Transportation Coalition Board
info@westseattletc.org / www.westseattletc.org
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